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The Motor Missions
This year there were eleven units
of IMotor Missioners at work, five in
the archdiocese of St. Louis, three in
the diocese of St. Joseph, one in
Springfield, Illinois, one in Lincoln, and
one in Denver. The missioners were
on the road for six or seven weeks,
which means that each unit gave missions in six or seven towns.
"MEDICINE MEN"
Many a person began wondering, no
doubt, when they saw a small, closed,
Ford truck, advertising on its panelled
sides the Catholic Motor Missions, arrive in town. Some units had automobiles, and these advertised the missions on the rear tire cover. Whenever
possible the unit drove into the busiest
section of its next scheduled town on
a Saturday afternoon. As soon as a
sufficiently large crowd had gathered,
one of the priests announced the mission to be given there next week, the
time, the location. In one of these
small places two of our missionaries
had just stopped the car and were
preparing to make the announcement.
Suddenly one man in the crowd
commenced to wave his hands, and
shouted: "Don't go yet, folks; two
medicine men have come to town."
Whether that person now realizes how
much truth he unwittingly spoke, only
God and he know.
PROCEDURE
Whatever part of town had the
greatest attraction for the populace,
there the missioners would talk. Sometimes it was the downtown business
section, sometimes the courthouse
lawn, sometimes a park. Once the
yard of a high school was used. Arrangements were made for advertisements in the local newspapers, and
handbills were also printed. Boxes
were conveniently located wherein interested inquirers could place questions to be answered after the lectures.
Each night for fifteen minutes before
phonograph
opened
mission
the
records were played. The first night of
the mission the principal talk was
given over to an explanation of the
mission's purpose, of what true reli(Continued on page 3)
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Bishop Misner Returns to China
On September 2, our beloved confrere, the Most Rev. Paul Misner set
sail from San Francisco on a hasty return to his vicariate of Kiangsi, China.
To avoid the war zone it was necessary
for him to take a devious route by way
of Honkong through Canton into
Kiangsi from the south.
Anxiety concerning conditions in his
vicariate demanded his return and
the cessation of his vacation. Bandits
were said to have been disturbing the
citizenry of Kiangsi since the departure
of the guards to the war area. The
Bishop knew that his presence would
contribute to the safeguarding of property and encouragement of the missioners.
The short vacation his Excellency
had seems to have been an enjoyable
one. In early July he spent a few days
at the Seminary. His stay was marked
by that blend of Episcopal dignity and
informality so characteristic of him.
It is an indication of his devotion to
the Confreres in China that during his
stay, he made it a point to visit all
their near relatives.
The Bishop was to have been an
honored guest at the National Convention of the Catholic Student's Mission
Crusade in Cleveland. But because of
his hastened departure, he had to
content himself with sending a message
of greeting and best wishes. His telegram was read to the convention immediately after that of the Holy Father.
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Hope For Spain

Priests Nineteen-Fathers Brennan,
Gregory, P. Finney, LeSage, J. Finney,
Alt, Furlong, O'Dea, Darby, Prindeville,
Schmucker, Tolman, Huber, Richardson, Whooley, IMeyer, Graham, Cortelyou, Barrett.
Students-Ninety-Two
Novices-Thirty-Nine.
This number includes the sixteen newly-received Novices: Messrs. Graham,

(Editor's Note: The following excerpts are from a very interesting letter
of our ever faithful correspondent,Very
Reverend Benito Romero, C. M., Vice
Visitor of Puerto Rico.)
"The situation has not changed very
much since the lest news I sent months
ago. Our Annals report that our missionaries are giving missions with great
enthusiasm and spiritual profit in
towns and villages liberated from the
dominion of the Reds. Everywhere a
new Catholic fervor has sprung up
with no difference between men and
women in going to the Sacraments.
Not a few "ex-Reds" go back to God
with tears in their eyes. Spain has
found herself at last:
DAUGHTERS
"We are getting horrible accounts of
what happpened in different places and
institutions conducted by our Sisters;
but thank God, out of thousands only
a few (perhsaps not over a dozen) have
been killed. Fr. Lorenzo Sierra, a
member of the Provincial Council, is
stationed in Marseilles from where he
is rescuing Sisters through means not
to be published yet. From April to
August, he rescued two hundred and
fifty-nine Sisters. Sister Visitatrix had
the opportunity to leave Spain, but she
refused as long as there was one Sister
left behind her. In many places
(among the Reds) they are going on
with their work but without the holy
habit. In Franco's territory, they are
in charge of all the hospitals; and
according to a recent decree, they have
full authority with military rank over
the whole personnel. My sister (Sister
Presentacion) is caring for twenty
Moors and a few "Red" prisoners who
destroyed the church of our home town.
She says all of them (the renegades)
went to confession. This is an often
repeated case. The Central House and
Church of the Sisters in Madrid is to-

Barr, Falanga, Burroughs, Piacitelli,
White, Ryan, Garrity, Wesner, Moore,
Welter, Bogetto, Dicharry, Connors,
Roche, North.
Brothers-Two.
Novice Brothers-Four.
Postulant Brothers-Two.

tally ruined, while (think of that) ours
has been enlarged . . . . No doubt
they like it.
CONFRERES
"As to the confreres, the last report
is that twenty-five Priests and twenty(Continued on page 4.)
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Yes, Bishop fMisner has returned to China. He wasn't
with us very long but it was long enough to convince us
that our Vicariate possesses a true missioner and we an
inspiring example. Seven years is 'a long time to be separated from friends and brethren. Each year spent far away
seems to add to the priceless value of a visit homeward and
each day in native soil becomes a treasure of memories. But
Bishops can't be choosers. Surely the heart of St. Vincent
rejoiced on beholding how readily his devoted son once again
left relatives and friends even before his vacation time was
over. War pays little heed to men's intentions. And then,
too, conflict between men often presages conflict between
men and God. Where the peace of his flock is concerned
Bishop Misner's is a warrior's soul. Here indeed is eloquent
response to the plea contained in the Holy Father's Encyclical: "The zeal of the priest will lead him to take! risks for
the sake of souls; he will brave .. '. shot and shell and wave

of poison gas in an heroic effort on the battlefield. .. ."
How uncompromising the love of God! How completely it
submerges self and banishes all thought of personal comfort! "Other sheep I have that are not of this fold: them
also must I bring." Powerful words, these, to evoke such
spirit of sacrifice.

BEGINNINGS
We encounter nothing else so frequently as beginnings. It
is the beginning of our Novitiate, or our Scholastic, or
our Priesthood that faces us. It is the beginning of a new
mission or endeavor or a new phase of old ones. But always
something new. We cannot so much as complete a sentence
without finding ourselves in a new period of time. Heaven
itself is a land of endless beginnings; the Blessed live on and
on and on and never see anything old. "Well begun is half
done," the adage has it. It seems that if one took advantage
of all beginnings, well begun would be wholly done.
One could be much happier and much more succcessful
if he knew the art of beginning well-and used it.

A FORTUNE IN STONE
Jade! "The greatest rulers of the East have treated this
stone with a reverence attributed to no other material. The
respect is well deserved, and if the Chinese had all the articles originally in China, they would possess an unrivalled

collection." Thus comments an authority on the subject.
But Mrs. Estelle Doheny has generously transferred a valua-

Th
eAnri
ble portion of this Chinese treasure to the Bishop Sheehan
Museum.
"Absolutely pure jadeite should be white, without a tinge
of color", continues the authority. Among Mrs. Doheny's
gifts is a small gold clock resting on an intricately carved
base of such pure white jade. "Jadeite, often the finest of
jade, is frequently an almost emerald green". Now on display in the Museum is a necklace with heavy pendant, formed from just such a stone. Still, the patience and skill of
the craftsmen must have been more sorely tried while fashioning the jade petals and leaves of the plants which stand
in bowls of brass-among the recent contributions of our
patroness. Yet the central attraction for all recent visitors,
the most valuable article of the Museum is a tall mantle-.
clock. The ingenuity of some Chinese artist has hollowed
out a solid block of dark green, almost black, jade, and inserted the clock works from beneath, closing the aperture
with a sterling silver base. The exterior is lavishly sculptured with images peculiar to the Chinese taste.
Not carved of jade, but rather of the equally precious
ivory, is the Japanese goddess, which holds such a prominent
place in the exhibits. It stands nearly two feet tall, and still
bears the contour of the tusk from which it was carved.
And finally, our benefactress included three poreclain images
of Chinese actors in various postures. All those interested in
the advance of this organization should subscribe their
names to the expression of gratitude which we extend to our
ever thoughtful patroness, Mrs. Doheny.
DISTINGUISHED VISITORS
Among our many guests, none was more welcomed than
His Excellency, the Most Reverend P. B. Misner, C. M., D. D.
successor of Bishop Sheehan in the episcopal functions of
Kiangsi. His visit was the occasion of renewed enthusiasm
in the works of the (Museum, Like encouragement was given
by the visit of Mrs. Alice C. Carey, sister of Bishop Sheehan.
Shown about the room, she was impressed by the wealth of
exhibits, and touched by memories it revived. Two highly
ornamented porcelain vases-a gift formerly of the Bishop to
his most loved ones-she turned over to the custody of the
Museum. At the same time, the appeal for letters of the
Bishop and pictures was bountifully responded to by Mrs.
Ida Sheehan Casey, another of the Bishop's sisters. Together with these she sent the Official Seal of Bishop Sheehan. Its design is modeled after his Coat of Arms. For
these gifts also the promoters of the Museum are very
grateful.

NEW MISSION
One of the important permanent results of the activity of
the Motor Missions in southern Missouri is the establishment
of a school at Whitechurch. This town in the outlying
country places like; Chatillon Les Dombes in the time of St.
Vincent has been without a Catholic school for more than
twenty years. Now three of the Daughters of Charity have
gone there to supply this need in a district where the Catholic population is a small minority. The town itself has a
population of only sixty people. The school and buildings
were in a bad state of disrepair and had to be built up from
almost nothing. The sisters now have a house, a good school,
a laundry-repaired by a few of the brothers from Perryville-a plumbing system installed and a well dug, so that
they are ready to care for all the children in the surrounding territory who wish to come. It is the only Catholic
school for a hundred miles in any direction. Father A.

Stumpf, who asked the sisters to come, has two mission parishes both about twenty miles from Whitechurch. It is intended that the Catholic children from these, parishes make
arrangements somehow to come to school at Whitechurch.
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IMPROVEMENTS ALONG THE ST. FRANCIS

This summer at camp we had fishing, boating, swimming,
On August 15 Brother Vincent Anderson made his holy
hiking. And they were healthful. And they provided fun.
vows. He is the second member of our new generation of
But they were usual.
brothers to do so.
What were not usual were the new permanent refectory
On September 13 Messrs. Joseph Brennan, John Walker
and chapel units. These two additions are the most preand John Matoushek made the offering of themselves to God.
tentious things camp has ever seen.
They have already taken up courses in philosophy.
The refectory, set on a shaded hillside on a foundation of
To all four we offer congratulations and best wishes for
concrete, has wooden siding half the distance of its height
peace and happiness in their community life.
and copper-colored screening the rest of the way. Suspended wooden awnings furnish shade and shelter from rain
C. M.'S AT THE CRUSADE CONVENTION
during camping season and stand ready to clap to in order
to provide a snug store-house for the winter. On the inside
The Catholic Students' Mission Crusade to which THE
the chief improvements :are to be found in the kitchen
DE ANDREIN is affiliated, held its tenth national convention
proper. The wooden partition separating this department
in Cleveland, August 17 to 20.
from the dining hall, the running water, the built-in sinks,
Delegates to represent Saint Mary's Seminary, the Stephen
the underlying storage cellar are all new features.
Vincent Ryan Ufiit, were Messrs. Newman Eberhardt and
In outward aspect the chapel is similar to the refectory.
Thomas IMahoney. Mister Eberhardt in the capacity of SeInside it is equipped with an altar, small sacristy, portable
cretary of the Vincentian Foreign Mission Society conducts
kneelers and seats. During the day, sliding doors divide this
the mission section in THE VINCENTIAN and edits the Juvenile
building into a nook-sized chapel on one part and a reading
organ CHINA CLIPPINGS. Mister Mahoney, retiring president
room on the other. How important a chapel is to us is eviof the Stephen Vincent Ryan Unit and member of the
dent. Chesterton called a chapel
national executive board, was
"the secret window whence the
making his second trip to a naworld looks small and very dear."
VIGUEUR D E DESSUS
tional convention.
He was
It is essential that the world apfurther honored at Cleveland by
-pear to us small and very dear.
My Lord, I'd like a feu , s&
appointment to the resolutions
?hort words with You
The thankworthy enthusiasm
Concerning something heeavy on my mind.
committee, by being made secreand generosity of Father BrenYou see, I realize that ycou've consigned
tary of two meetings, and by the
nan are evidenced in these two
To me a place among IYour retinue,
chairmanship of the Seminary
boons to our excellent camp.
To thiq I'll vow! myself tcSbe always true.
Panel during elections and voting.
But I'm afraid that m y enemies combined
t M
The Motor
M
ons
Can shake my constancCy,unless entwined
As one of four main speakers,
(Continued from page 1)
In Mary's arms she get ie help from You.
Father William J. McClimont of
gion consists and of the Catholic
This surety, and more, is my request.
the Eastern Province addressed
Church founded by Jesus Christ.
You cannot doubt my hetartfelt love for her.
the convention on the subject
Other talks dealt with the diviniAnd who can't see thait sRhe is loving me.
"Communism in China."
ty of Christ, the Church and the
So on Vow Day when Yo
u
come
into
my
breast,
An entertaining sidelight of the
Bible, forgiveness of sins, the
Oh bring her too, that Y'ou might there concur
was the IMission Exhibit
ou.meeting
mother of God, divorce, the
On how to keep me in Y(ouhr charit
our charitn
the Cleveland Public AudiEucharist, etc. Nightly the aptorium. Each of some seventy
paratus was taken down, packed
societies had a booth decorated with trophies, exhibits, and
into the automobile, and driven to the unit's headquarters.
In one town, however, the missioners were saved this trouble
maps of their respective mission fields, together with defor the caretaker of a park generously offered to store the
scriptive booklets and statistics. Here, too, the Vincentians
apparatus in the music hall.
Of the Eastern Province had representation.
COLD RECEPTIONS
vistown
But such courtesy was not manifested in every
APPOINTMENTS
ited. In one place the missioners did not have time to un-

)u
come
into my breast,

pack, for they were run out of town shortly after their
arrival. In another town two priests had only empty
benches to preach to. When no audience appeared for the
third successive night, the mission in this particular place
was closed.
At one place one of the missioners adopted a very practical
method of correcting some false notions about the Catholic
priest. He played golf one Sunday morning with some
bigoted young men of the town. They then saw for themselves that he was an ordinary human being, that he had
no horns, no tail, no cloven foot.
EVER EXPANDING

KANSAS CITY---St. John's Seminary: Fr. R. McWilliams.

Because of the great expansion of the work, help was
needed. Two Benedictine priests and five secular priests
volunteered.

DALLAS-Holy Trinity Parish: Fr. R. Corcoran.
PERRYVILLE-Church of the Assumption: Pr. O. Meyer.

SAINT

LOUIS--Kenrick: Fr. E. Kammer;

Preparatory

Seminary: Frs. R. Convery, J. Hogan; De Paul Hospital:
Fr. Norman.
CHICAGO-De Paul: Frs. F. Murphy, F. Fisher.
LOS ANGELES-Preparatory Seminary: Fr. W. Mahoney.
CAPE GIRARDEAU-St. Vincent's College: Fr. J. Roche.
DENVER-Fr. M. Singleton, Fr. A. Dundas.
NEW ORLEANS-St. Joseph's: Fr. W. Hoppe; St. Stephen's:
Fr. J. Modde; St. Catherine's: Fr. M. Moynihan.
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FOREIGN NEWS
ROME
At the close of the semester in July,
Father G. Guyot received his Baccalaureate in Sacred Scripture magna cum
laude. Shortly afterwards he sailed for
Palestine, where he will remain touring
the Holy Land and studying until October. He will then return to Angelico
to resume his studies in preparation
for his licentiate in Sacred Scripture.
Father J. Stakelum after receiving
his degree in Philosophy magna cum
laude and visiting in France, England
and Ireland, has returned to the United
States and been assigned to teach
Philosophy at St. Thomas' Seminary,
Denver.
Father J. Zimmerman received his
degree in Canon Law summa cum
laude, visited during the summer in
Ireland and returns for his second
year of studies at the Angelico in October.
WAR AND THE MISSIONS
Will the war in China seriously impair the work of the Missions? From
Honolulu, his Excellency, Bishop P. B.
Misner, C. M. enroute to Hongkong,
writes: "Please keep us in your prayers.
Although I do not believe our priests
and sisters to be in any direct danger,
nevertheless, the war is bound to have
great repercussions upon our work as
we will be able to get nothing-money
or supplies-from Shanghai."
CHINA
The Missioners are not taking too
enthusiastically the increasing number
of young men who come to them wanting to enroll to study doctrine this
autumn. The reason is this: The
government is planning to make all the
men of suitable ages undertake military
Scholars are not affected
training.
by this regulation. Consequently, if the
young men can get in a school of any
kind, and doctrine will serve as well
as any other, they will be classified as
students and therefore be exempt.
FRANCE
The Very Reverend Charles Albert
Gounot. C. M., superior of the Grand
Seminary of Montauban, France, has
received from the Holy See notice of
his appointment as Coadjutator Archbishop of Carthage, France. He will
have the right of succession.
Fathers Clark and Steele have been

unable to obtain passports because of
the present Chinese-Japanese war and
will remain in America indefinitely.
Father Clark is teaching at De Paul
in Chicago. Father Steele is at work in
the parish of The Assumption, Perryville.

PROVINCE NEWS
Graduate work: Fathers F. Ward and
T. Wangler have returned from the
Catholic U. and will teach this year
at De Paul. Fathers (Martinez, Sherlock
and Phoenix are at Catholic U. doing
graduate work in History, Latin, and
Psychology respectively.
Saint Louis: In a fifteen-minute address on the Community Forum program of August 22, Father Louis Bereswill, C. M., told the radio audience of
Station KSD, Saint Louis, of the efforts of Generalissimo Chiang KaiShek and his American-educated wife
to make of China a united and more
highly-developed nation. Father clearly delineated the character of KaiShek when he called him the Mussolini of China. The secular press found
the speech of quotable interest.
Chicago: Because they volunteered
to treat free of charge twenty-five
patients suffering from infantile paralysis, the Sisters of Charity of St. Joseph's Hospital have been the recipients of the generous praise and appreciation of the Chicago Health Department and the medical profession generally. The Sisters and their hospital
staff werq declared to be the "first on
the firing line" in battling the epidemic.

Sept. 20, 1895-Twenty-fifth anniversary of the taking of Rome from the
Pope. Archbishop Kain, by a circular
letter, ordered special prayers in the
Churches for Leo XIII.
Sept. 17, 1901-Mr. F. Corcoran and J.
Le Sage left this morning for Rome...
The Students went for a walk to the
new trestle bridge on the railroad.
Aug. 10, 1906-Baseball game on the
Seven Hills ....
After a few minutes
practice we began the game at 4 o'clock,
p. m. All were present, from the Very
Reverend Visitor to the cooks and
gardeners. The game was very interesting. Score: Novices 6, Students 0.
Sept. 29, 1907--Feast of St. Michael
... ,Mr. Walter Case and Mr. Martin
O'Malley were received on the Novitiate. Both are graduates of St. Vincent's College, Chicago.
Sept. 3, 1910-This afternoon as Frs.
Barr and Powers came from Brewer
through Perryville, Paddy, the horse,
became frightened at the train and
ran away. Frs. Barr and Powers were
hurled from the buggy, fortunately
escaping without serious hurt. The
MAN BITES DOG ! !
horse left the top of the buggy by a
12 3 4 5 67 8 9 RHE
telephone pole, and ended by breaking Novices ....
0 0 0 1 003 0 4 10 2
its shafts and wheels.
Students ... 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 6 3
Sept. 12, 1911-Fr. Byrne today mapBatteries-Novices: Johnston and
ped out the work of !Moral Theology for
Newsum. Students: Anonymous and
the ensuing year. This was but the Incognito.
matter of a few moments.
Sept. 9, 1912-Pandora's box openedHOPE FOR SPAIN
the imposition of the new regime of
(Continued froir page 1)
student officers, so to say.
four lay brothers have been killed;
some died in prison. Our Father MuSep. 11, 1912-Our newly appointed
ruzatel was allowed to leave because of
prefect of studies, Dr. Souvay, briefly
his old age; two others who were aloutlines the courses for the coming
ready on the route had to stop in Vasemesters to the assembled student
lencia. A secular priest who escaped
body.
Sept. 27, 1914-Feast has no place in
this year's Ordo; candy by favor of
Mr. O'Dea.
Sept. 3, 1917-Question of Doyen
practically settled today. Mr. Gaughan
was closeted with the Rev. Director
after supper.
Sept. 4, 1917-Mr. Ward and Mr. Dillon are taking care of the fruit in
the orchard. At least they worked on
apples today.
.Sept. 8. 1917--New dishwasher in the

kitchen .... Novices are doing splendid
work.

from Madrid informs us that Father
Serra, the rector of our Basilica, has
been concealed somewhere for four
months with nothing to eat but herbs
and roots; then he was taken to an
embassy (The French?). Father Alcacer, our organist and composer, is an
employee of the Singer Sewing Machine Company. All the confreres in
Baracaldo, a suburb of Bilbao, are safe.
Father Marin is back in his rectoral
chair of the Seminary of Avila. Father

Alduan requested the honor to take
the place of a Jesuit who was killed on
the Madrid front."
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Information Society.
Two years ago the Stephen Vincent
Ryan Unit of the Catholic Student's
Mission Crusade started a branch of
the Narberth Plan. The Vincentian
Catholic Information Society, as the
new unit was called, undertook to send
out pamphlets prepared by the parent organization at Narberth, Pa., to
some thirty non-Catholics living in the
Mid-West. Since that humble beginning the number of correspondents
has grown to one hundred and thirtyfive, many of them completing their
second year of receiving the little
monthly messages. So far well over
2000 pamphlets have been distributed
by the Vincentian Catholic Information Society. Besides the pamphlets
the Society has written twelve personal letters in reply to direct requests for
added information on particular points
of Catholic doctrine and practice.
WEE MESSAGES
The first message to each of the correspondents was an introductory letter announcing that the pamphlets
would soon begin to arrive. At the
end of a year's time a form letter was
sent to fifteen of the original thirty
correspondents asking' them what they
thought of the pamphlets and offering
to explain to them any point of Catholic doctrine or practice that they did
not understand. Four replies to this
circular letter were received, all of them
favorable and three of them seeking
further information. Last Summer,
when another group of correspondents
finished one year's series of the
pamphlets, a letter was sent to everyone on the list explaining the Catholic
Correspondence Course and offering to
enroll in the course anyone who asked.
Twelve replied to this letter, nine accepting the offer of enrollment and
three refusing it. Throughout the two
years of the work only two other correspondents have requested the society
to desist from sending them "Catholic
Literature."
RESULTS
In all the Society has received 37
communications from its correspondents. There seems to be a want of
proportion between this and the 2000
(Continued on page 3)

Fr. Alt's Anniversary. Catechetical
Quinque lustris jam transactis!
In no more fitting manner could a
day of jubilee be commenced than by
offering the Holy Sacrifice of the
Mass. On October 2, Fr. August Alt,
the Reverend Jubilarian. celebrated
Solemn Mass with the assistance of
his priestly confreres. Fr. O'Dea
preached on the sublimity of the
priesthood and proffered, to Fr. Alt the
sincere congratulations of the entire
Community. In the afternoon, after
a banquet and a specially arranged
program, Fr. Brennan. a classmate of
the Jubilarian, spoke of his years of
labor in the community. Fr. Alt, in
response, expressed his happiness and
gratitude for God's many blessings. To
Fr. Alt we all offer our earnest good
,wishes. May God grant him continued
happiness AD MULTOS ANNOS!

Ordinations to Deaconship.
Together with fifty-eight theologians
of Kenrick Seminary, fourteen students from the Barrens received the
Sacred Order of Deaconship at the
hands of his Excellency, Most Reverend
John J. Glennon, Archbishop of St.
Louis. The ceremony took place on
Sunday, September the twenty-sixth,
in the beautiful chapel of Kenrick
Seminary.
His Excellency, the Archbishop, in
speaking to the new deacons, commented on their number as coincidental with the number of Christ's disciples.
At the same time he urged them to be
more than disciples in the service of
the Master, particularly in their opposition to Communism.

Towards a Greater DePaul.
On Octobed 19, Father Martin V.
Moore presided over the laying and
blessing of the cornerstone for the new
Science building now under construction
at the corner of Kenmore and Belden
Avenues. The new building which will
be three stories and made of grey
Bedford Stone will house the departments of IBiology, Chemistry and Physics. Each department will occupy an
entire
floor. The erection of the
building is the first step in the
movement enthusiastically entered into
by the faculty andalumni of the university, "Towards a Greater De Paul."

Number 2

Congress.

That the work of the Motor Mission
has an appeal and an interest for
Catholics, we have long felt sure. There
is something about the idea of preaching and catechizing in this way that
recalls the apostolic office which was
the fulfillment of Christ's command,
"Going, therefore, teach all nations,"
In a corner of the archdiocesan hall
of exhibits at the recent Catechetical
Congress of St. Louis was one of the
most well-attended booths of the conference, that of the Motor Missions'
display under the direction of Rev. L.
Fallon, C. M. Father Fallon and several deacons from the Kenrick seminary
were in attendance at the booth to dispense literature and to demonstrate
the methods followed on the missions.
They explained what their objective
was-to reach as many protestants as
possible in the small towns, to remove
prejudice, and to arouse interest in
the Catholic Faith. They described the
reception the missioners had received
and told of the general attitude of
these people toward the Church, and of
how much good the missions had done.
Over a period of three years Father
Fallon estimated that the missions had
reached an audience of about 127,000
people in a scattered rural population. Actually the total is probably
somewhat higher. The loud-speaking
system can be heard for several blocks,
and many people living within the radius have been observed listening to
the sermons.
For the display itself the arrangement was a model set-up of a Motor
Mission. On a raised platform was an
Austin car. Since a larger car could
not be brought into the hall, this was
used for the demonstration.
The
speaking system was installed, but
during| the exhibition was not used because of lack of electrical facilities. The
placards and handbills of the missions
lined the booth. Opposite the map tracing the activities of the missions was
another map of America, bordered
with several letters from people taking the Correspondence Courses carried
on by Father Fallon and the students
of Kenrick Seminary. A series of
(Continued on page 3)
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CRUSADE INTENTION FOR NOVEMBER
The Termination of War in China.
"You will never get any more out of a thing than you put
into it; someumes you may get less, but never will you get
more." Such was the theme of a recent address to us by
Father McCabe. It is a thought worth keeping in one's
active consciousness. It tends to stem diffidence, of talent
on the one hand, and to check presumption of talent on the
other.
In response to a direct question a successful business man
has said that the trouble with many college graduates today
is that they are afraid to soil their fingers. They think the
world owes them a living. In concentrating on the top of
the ladder they fail to see that there is a bottom to it, and
that the bottom is the logical place to start from. They
don't know that success comes only after much hard work.
Some of them take a long time to learn this simple lesson.
Others never learn it.
Now a potential young priest if he is not careful might
fall into an error similar to that of the college graduates.
He, too, might think that education is all he will needthat success will run to meet him. He, too, might be unmindful that this thing men call success is something ranging wild which doesn't surrender but must be caught and
clenched. He might forget that not until he has proven himself a shepherd kind and gentle, and zealous unto sacrifice,
will the people willingly come to him ready to follow him
over rough and thorny pathways. He might trust too much
on divine grace, forgetful that grace does, indeed, perfect
nature, but does not substitute for it.
A potential young priest might do well to keep in mind
the sage Irish maxim: "The Lord helps those . . . ...
who help themselves."'

APPRECIATION
The book-binders wish to express their most sincere
thanks and appreciation to Father Coupal for his recent gift

of a fine paper-cutter, an item that has been greatly needed for the past four and a half years.

In the Vincentian exhibit at the National Catechetical
Congress, was a map representing the State of Missouri portraying in particular the activities of the Motor Missions
conducted throughout the State for the past three years by
several groups of zealous confreres. The dimensions of this
map are six and one half feet by seven and one half feet.
The colors portraying the three dioceses of Missouri are
ivory, cream, and buff-thereby obtaining distinctions by
way of harmony rather than by way of contrast. The highways are numbered and painted in red. The bodies of water are painted a delicate green. All the lettering is done
in black. The villages and suburbs evangelized by the street
preachers are made to stand out by means of seventy-two
tiny lights; red for the places visited three times, blue for
those visited twice, and green for those visited once.
The striking piece of work is entirely the product of student skill under the general direction of Rev. Mr. James
Cashman. The accurate layout of the entire map is due to
the draftsmanship of Mr. Veith; while Mr. Kunz showed
ability by turns in painting, electricity and carpentry as he
executed the brush work, the application of electric lights,
and the mounting of the map on a special frame. The finished work is a companion of the student-made map of our
Vicariate in China now seen in our Bishop Sheehan Memorial Museum-an example of the companionship with
which the students zealously regard the home and foreign
misions.

VIGNETTE
(Editor's note: There have been many descriptions and
pen portraits of Bishop Sheehan published in these pages.
But to our mind none of them can quite measure up to the
following excellent little sketch written by one of his coworkers in the field of China, the Most Reverend E. J. Galvin, Vicar Apostolic of the Vicariate of Hanyang, Hupeh,
China.)
"I met him first in Kiukiang in 1922, I think. My impressions were these: a shy man with little to say, but none
the less, a man every inch, born to be a pioneer, one who
spoke by his actions rather than by words, a man whom one
would dearly like to have as a companion in the days of the
covered wagon, a man of fine physique, strong will and good
mind who saw an objective clearly and advanced straight
towards it, overcoming the obstacles as he went.
"I never had any reason to change these first impressions;
our subsequent meetings rather *confirmed them. I was not
surprised that he held the Mission in Poyang, alone, during
the wild days of 1927. It was just what I should have expected. Nor was I surprised to hear that the communist soldiers who occupied the Mission buildings, came to love and
respect him, just as every pagan in Poyang loved and respected him.
"I was sent to Poyang by our society to arrange with Mgr.
Clerc-Renaud about our present mission in Kiangsi. Bishop
Sheehan met me, conducted me to the residence, and

showed me every kindness during my stay. Again, his actions rather than words bespoke kindness and courtesy, all
(Continued on page 3)
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BISHOP SCHULTE'S CONSECRATION

CENTENARY OF CONSECRATION

On Tuesday, September 21, in the Cathedral of St. Louis,
the Most Rev. Paul C. Schulte was consecrated Bishop of
Leavenworth, Kansas.
Among those assisting at the consecration, ceremonies was
the Very Rev. William P. Barr, C.M., Ph.D., S.T.D., as First
Assistant Deacon.
Besides Father Barr, many other community men attended the consecration to felicitate with Bishop Schulte. Some
of these men had taught the new bishop during his student
days at Kenrick Seminary.

On Friday the twenty-ninth of October, the Church of
the Assumption celebrated the one hundredth anniversary of
its consecration. Solemn ceremonies marked the occasion.
Of the consecration itself, we read the following in a letter
of Father Odin, dated April 24, 1838: "You know that we are
now very proud of our beautiful stone church, which was
consecrated by Bishop Rosati. The consecration ceremony
was magnificent. Bishop Rosati, assisted by Bishop Brute,
who deigned to honor us with a visit on the occasion, fortytwo clerics in choir, and an immense concourse of peoplethat is the spectacle, consoling to religion, which we witnessed, in a district where twenty years ago there were
scarcely twenty Catholic families. In 1826, when we laid the
first stone of the building we thought the plan was gigantic
and extravagant, yet, on big feasts the building cannot hold
the crowd. We celebrate several Masses in the morning, at
which all those who live at some distance from the parish
attend, and still the church is always filled at the eleven
o'clock Mass. It is one hundred and twenty feet long and
sixty-six wide. It is considered as the most beautiful in the
United States; beautiful in its simplicity and even in its
poverty-for we have not yet even a bell with which to
call the faithful to services."

CATECHETICAL CONGRESS

(Continued from page 1)
colored pins indicated the places to which letters of instruction are being sent. This is an important supplementary
branch of the Motor Missions, as it offers a means for vital
follow-up work among interested people. Explanations were
also given of this work. What especially attracted the visitors was the model question box in front of the booth. They
were asked to place any questions they cared to ask in the
box. At different times these, were collected and answered,
thus affording an interesting demonstration of the Motor
Missions at work as well as a
practical example of Catholic
UA
PL IE
apologetics.
INFORMATION SOCIETY
Among the papers read and
Sing me, Earth, again y our rhythmic rune
the talks given on Tuesday was
(Continued from page 1)
And let me here uncea,siingly remain,
pamphlets, 135 introductory letFather Pallon's on the Motor
My soul awake and tr'e'mblingly attune
ters and 150 form letters sent
Missions. It was warmly comout, yet in reality it is an extramended by Archbishop Kelley of
To every pulse of life, o f growth and pain.
Let me know the mood f vagrant\winds
ordinary return for this type of
Oklahoma, who spoke immediWhich, fugitive, strew cyfouds before the moon, . work. The Narberth Plan strives
ately after Father Fallon on the
only to spread true information
Feel deep the bloom of flowers, like minds
program. From this and other
ow
about the Catholic Church, and
Unfolding thoughts of s 01uls that soon
indications the impression made
to spread it as widely as is possiWill know truth's ecstas;Y
by the display of the Motor Misble. It strives to make its messions seemed very favorable.
sages so terse and readable that
Of late we have read much in
even the most wary bigot will imbibe the truth before he
articles in newspapers and magazines and have heard much
can escape. Even if the recipient destroys the pamphlet he
in sermons not only about methods of religious training in
cannot erase from his mind the grain of truth that has been
our parochial schools, but about catechetical instruction in
planted there. If one scatters enough good seed some of it
general. A plea has been voiced for better and more basic
will fall on good ground and take root, so too if one mails
teaching in religion. It was to discuss means and to make
enough pamphlets some of them will break down prejudice
plans for the future that the Catechetical Congress conand sow the seed of conversion. Those who support the Cathovened in St. Louis. Many suggestions for improvement were
lic Information Society and those who prepare the pamphlets
offered, and practical measures were constantly stressed.
may never know the results of their labors in this life, but
The Motor Missions and the correspondence Courses are two
they will know in eternity.
systems of catechetical instruction which have proved their
practicability and for that reason have gained the approval
and will gain, it is hoped, the support of many Catholics interested in practical and workable methods of catechetical
instruction.

MIRACULOUS MEDAL CARDS
It is with a feeling that we are doing our readers a very
considerable favor that we pass on to them the information
that the Miraculous Medal Association, Perryville, Missouri,
is offering for sale a completely new .assortment of high
grade Christmas cards. Each box contains fifteen cards.
They sell for one dollar per box, with a reduction to eighty

cents per-box being made in orders of five or more boxes.
A box will gladly be sent for approval on request. Order directly from the Association or through the De Andrein.

VIGNETTE
(Continued from page 2)
my needs were supplied, all my wants anticipated, in that
quiet unobtrusive way which became him so well.
"In a word, to appreciate Bishop Sheehan at his true
value, one had to 3ee him in action, and the character of the
man is, in my opinion, to be judged by what he did rather
than by whab he said .... "

CONDOLENCES
The De Andrein and the Student body offer condolences

to Reverend Mister Jeremiah C. Lehane, C. M., on the occasion of the death of his brother.
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FOREIGN NEWS
CHINA
Father C. S. Dunker, C.M., writes:
"Though the battle-fields are a long
way from Kiangsi, we have already
felt a little the effects of the war.
Sunday, August 15, Nanchang the capital of Kiangsi was pretty heavily
bombed by Japanese planes. On their
way back they passed here; but it
seems only for observation. They also
visited our new Little Seminary near
Yukiang, and there dropped two
bombs, but luckily they missed their
mark; only windows were broken
from the shock."
The above gives one aspect of the
situation in which our missionaries find
themselves. here is another. It comes
from a confrere situated in a remoter
part of our vicariate:
"No parcels are coming from Shanghai and only a very few letters.
It looks like a hard, cold winter. All
imported commodities such as kerosene,
gasoline, coffee will be impossible to
obtain. I have already been smoking
Chinese cigarettes for a month ..
You never can tell when these wars
will stop. You're liable to awaken any
morning to find out there isn't any
war. We hope so"
SPAIN
"Prior to September 10, 1937 fortynine confreres have been killed. Our
loss is considerable; but the Fathers of
the Immaculate Heart of Mary mourn
300, and the Augustinians 274, and more
or less the other religious orders."
GERMANTOWN, PA.
Those appointed for the Mission in
China, Fathers Mattey and Ganley.
were refused passports by our Government.
IRELAND
From Peiping, China, word has just
been received of the release of four
of the ten missionaries abducted on
August thirtieth when Chinese irregulars raided the Marist Brothers' Seminary at Heishanhu.
One of the four was Father James
Francis Feely, fifty-two year old Vincentian
from Dungannon.
Father
Feely had been chaplain of the
Marist Seminary for about a year previous to the bandits' raid.
ROME
Having finished his observation of
Palestine, Father Guyot is back in the

International House preparing for
another year of study, which begins
November 2.

PROVINCE NEWS

Oct 6, 1917. An order prohibiting
students from going to the vineyard
was posted on the bulletin board today.
It seems students are not eating grapes
at meals, so therefore they must be going in the vineyard for them.
Oct. 23, 1917. Jacob Dozenback, a
domestic, care of pigeons, plans to resign his position.
Oct. 7, 1921. The novices went rabbit hunting after lunch and caught
two or three rabbits. . . . The Very

Rev. Visitor is expected here tonight.
Oct. 15, 1923.-Put the writing of the
minstrel of 1923 into the hands of
Messrs: F. Murphy and McIntyre.
Oct. 27, 1924. Jesse, the cook, met a
hand car at Bey's crossing. Result:
lizzie dismantled, cook abed. Mr. Saracini goes to Cape.
Oct. 4, 1917. Jupiter Pluvius eating
onions today.
Oct. 31, 1926. Today was celebrated
for the first time the feast instituted
by Pope Pius XI in honor of Christ
the King. The Solemn Mass of Exposition-a new Mass with a proper preface-was sung by Fr. Schorsch with
Fr. Coyne as deacon and Mr. Convery
as sub-deacon. Messrs. P. O'Malley
and J. Cahill rendeired a (beautiful
duet during the offertory.
Oct. 9, 1927. Messrs. Fallon and C.
O'Malley left at one o'clock this afternoon for St. Louis, New York, and
-eventually-Rome.
We gathered in
front for the farewell-merry, but a
little solemn too. They will be missed
much for the student side has ever
found them both wholly interested in
student concerns, unstinting in effort,
unfailing in response. Their enthusiasm
and sparkling abilties have left an
indelible impression.
Oct 28, 1927. Weather warm. Up
to the present this Fall is proving the
mildest and most beautiful that we
have had in years. Every change is
fashioned leisurely. The colors of the
foliage which change to so many brilliant blendings these days have blended quietly, softly, evenly as if some
Master were at the great rheostat
slowly and skillfully mixing His varicolored lights.
Oct. 15, 1929. Mr. Quinn came in unexpectedly from Denver this 'afternoon. Quite a surprise-and treat-to
the student 'body.

Chicago: Father Martinez, Director
of Student Activities at De Paul for
the past three years, is now studying
at the Catholic University for a Doctorate in History. His successor, Father Ahern, will direct not only student
activities but also athletics. Father
Ahern is well-qualified for his new
position since he is a member of the
Executive Committee of the National
Catholic Education Association and
has been President of the Catholic
High School League for three terms.
He hopes to see DePaul obtain the
athletic position its teams and players merit. To further this, he is planning a, new program of publicity.
St. Louis: The Biblical Commission
of America, which met in St. Louis
during the Catechetical
Congress,
plans to publish, sometime this year, a
revised translation of the Douay Version of the New Testament. In this
important work will appear Fr. Lilly's
translation of St. Paul's Epistle to the
Romans and Fr. Foley's translation of
St. Paul's Pastoral Epistles: two to
Timothy land one to Titus. These
translations with commentaries are
now in the hands of revisors.
The
Biblical Commission also contemplates
a new translation and revision of the
Old Testament.
At the mass meeting on the third
evening of the National Catechetical
Congress Father Barr was the presiding officer.
During the Catechetical Congress Fr.
Clarence
Corcoran collaborated in
directing a speciol choir of seminarians
and a large choir of parochial school
children in a Solemn Mass at the
Cathedral.
Denver: Invitations were issued to
more than two hundred members of
the St. Thomas Seminary Alumni
Association to attend the annual meeting held during the week of October
17-24. His Excellency, Bishop Vehr,
pontificated at Solemn Mass in the
Seminary Chapel. The Alumni were
guests of the Faculty and Students at
a 'banquet and program on October 21.
Kansas City: Forty Hours Devotion opened at St. Vincent's Church on
Sunday, October seventeenth, with
Solemn Mass and Procession of the
Blessed Sacrament.
The officers of

the Mass were Fathers Flannery, Stack
and Brosnan.
The preacher was
Father Winne.
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St. Thomas--Long Beach

"Heroes in Homespun"

November 19 marked the second anniversary of the inceptionr of the Bishop Sheehan Memorial Museum. This
birthday has received special notice in
Catholic papers throughout the country. On the day itself the N. C. W. C.
News Service in Washington, D. C.,
sent a news dispatch to all its subscribing papers. On the day previous, the
only national Catholic daily, The
Catholic Daily Tribune of Dubuque,
Iowa, had carried an editorial comment of some two hundred words on
the anniversary of the founding of the
SBishop Sheehan is not dead! He lives
on! This is the first reaction of all
who read the letters of the Bishop
written to his family and confreres,
and the inspiring testimonial letters of
his fellow Bishops in China. These
letters and testimonials are not notes
of just ordinary interest, but documents of such importance that they
form the very basis of the "Bishop
Sheehan Spirit." They are, as it were,
the Bishop's autobiography, the history
of his life as he would write it. From
the letter of Fr. Thomas Finney, C. M.
V. appointing him missionary to China,
until the telegram of his death, a chain
of his own letters each alluding to
some notable event in his career has
been collected in one volume.
For instance there is his note to Fr.
Finney, accepting the appointment, his
letter breaking the news to his "Dear
Ones" at home, his first letter from
China, news of his nomination to the
episcopacy written in his sincere and
humble style, information of his trouble with the Communists, and so on.
To these are added the sincere expressions of respect which an imposing list
of the Hierarchy have sent in, including those of six Vicars Apostolic, one
Prefect Apostolic, the Superior General
and three of the Provincials of the

In a recent article for "Catholic Action of the South", Father Thomas Lilley traced the history of our parish at
Long Beach, Mississippi. We reproduce
here the salient points of the article.
SECULAR AT FIRST
In 1891 or 1892, the few Catholic
families scattered in the vicinity of
Long Beach received spiritual care only
when a priest could come from Biloxi
or Mississippi City. The attempt of
these good people to build a church at
Fourth St. and Jeff Davis avenue was
frustrated when a hurricane destroyed
the partly erected framework. In 1894
a small church was erected, but in
1901 it was moved. Today it is used
by the Missionary Sisters of the Sacred
Heart.
The first priest to take care of Long
Beach regularly was Father Dutto,
pastor at Mississippi City. His successor, Rev. Camille De Hoobke, also
served Long Beach. In 1900, Long
Beach became a mission of Gulfport
and was attended by Rev. J. M. Prendergast. He relinquished it to the
Vincentians in 1904 when they purchased a plot of ground for the erection of a house and church. The new
establishment was to be used as a place
of retirement for professors and elderly
priests.
CHURCH AND VILLA
A beautiful church was erected. It
was dedicated by Bishop Heslin on
July 23, 1905 to St. Thomas the Apostle. A spacious house with forty rooms
was built nearby; it was called St.
Thomas Villa.
THEN THE FIRE
The first Vincentian pastor was Rev.
D. J. Hurley in 1905. In the next two
years he was followed by Fathers
Feehy and Roberts with Father Levan
as Superior. In 1908 Rev. J. J. Helinski was in charge, assisted by Rev. A. I.
Ingrund. Father Helinski worked a
great deal among the Polish Catholics

A story of heroism equal to that of
the martyrs of the early days of the
Church was told to the students on the
evening of November 17 by Father
William McClimont, C.M., of the Eastern Province. The effect of Fr. McClimont's earnest talk was increased by
the three reels of motion pictures that
were shown at the same time, and in
which many of the persons and scenes
of which he spoke were visualized for
his audience. Breathless silence followed laughter in quick succession as
the speaker skillfully mingled accounts
of his first Chinese banquet with dramatic tales of Communist terrorism
and of the heroic resistance of Chinese
Catholics to attempts to deprive them
of their faith.
A RED HAND
Fr. McClimont sailed for China in
1927, and arrived in the country in
time to witness events that reminded
him of what he had read about Rome
of the days of Nero. Though Bishop
O'Shea's vicariate of Kanchow, Kiangsi, had long been troubled by Communist troops, the situation was especially
trying during the eighty-day reign of
terror that they established in the city
of Kanchow and the immediate vicinity shortly after Fr. McClimont's arrival. The priests and sisters lived in
constant danger, surrounded as they
were by men who were filled with a
hatred of all things foreign or Christian. Jeers and insults were hurled at
the missionaries as they went about
their daily duties. Nor were the laity
unmolested. If a laboring man wanted
a job, he had to join a union. To join
a union a Catholic was obliged not
only to deny his faith, but to publish
that denial for three consecutive days
in the public newspapers. Yet the faith
could not be killed even under conditions such as these. One impressive
example of unwavering faith recounted
by Fi. McClimont was that of two

Vincentian Fathers.
It was in recognition of their particular value, that special care be given
them became imperative. The letters,
each covered with a protective tissue
which will assure their preservation,
t
are now mounted in a finelyvoughr
(Continued on page 2)

along the coast. In 1909 and 1910
Father D. B. O'Connor was in charge
with Father H. J. O'Connor as assistant. It was during the next two years,
when Father C. J. Alton was pastor,
that the Villa was destroyed by fire.
It has never been rebuilt.
(Continued on page 2)

Catholic farmers who walked twenty
miles to make a general confession,
"because it may be the last of our lives,
Father. The communists are going to
take our farms tomorrow."
LAST RESORT MURDER
Aware of this staunchness on the
(Continued on Page 3)
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On September 21, 1937, was celebrated the anniversary of
the translation of the body of Felix De Andreis to the new
church. When in 1820 he died in St. Louis, his remains were
transported to the parish of St. Mary's of the Barrens and
interred in the old church. Bishop Rosati was unwilling
that his body remain there without due honor. He had a
new tomb built. Hel then offered solemn mass, had the office of the dead sung, and moved the remains to the present location in front of the shrine.
Coincident with the anniversary came the news that Rev.
Miccinelli, S. J., postulator at Rome has recently discussed
in the Queen's work the principal candidates now being
offered for beatification and canonization. He enumerated
among the American causes that of Felix De Andreis.
From both of these facts we may take occasion to renew
and to increase our interest in his cause. A saint is, perhaps,
God's best gift to any body of religious or to any community
in the Church. To have our first superior in America enrolled in the calendar of saints would be a special blessing.
We should often say the prayer for the success of his cause.
We may well take occasion also to recall on this anniversary
the example of his sanctity and the zeal of his priestly life.
His was an inspiring ministry. His charity was boundless,
his deep humility was remarked by everybody, and) his capacity for sacrifice and labor for the salvation of souls identifies this pioneer Vincentian priest in America as one of
God's specially chosen ones.

ST. THOMAS-LONG BEACH
(Continued from Page 1)
SUCCESSIVE PASTORS
Father Leo Sweeney became pastor in 1913. At that time

(Continued from page 1)
folio volume. This priceless addition to the Museum's exhibits was made possible by the unselfish sacrifice of relatives and friends of the Bishop who sent in the letters, and
by the substantial donation of Fr. Thomas J. Barrett, C.M.,
without which the proper attention could not have been
given them.
.THE SAME IN PICTURES.
Another aticaint
tingaddition to the Museum
display is a` hoto-bipgrophical .al u, retelling in pictures
the story of Bishop Sheehan's, life-Family, The Apostolic
Schoolboy The Novice, The Scholastic, The Priest, The
Missionary, Th Bishop-and Death!, This album, together
with five others containing pictures of the confreres and
their work on the mission, is a particular attraction for
visitors. At the same time, from war-torn Shanghai comes
most welcome news. A friend of Bishop Sheehan, there,
has promised a reel of informal pictures taken of the Bishop
with a movie camera. The pictures have a particular importance since they were taken while the Bishop was entirely unaware of the fact. Friends of the Museum are
asked to remember in their prayers our benefactor during
these days of strife in the Orient.
"WILL YOU SIGN OUR BOOK?"
Among the many visitors during the past year were six
rom China, including Frs. Wu and Kwei, ordainedbyBishop Sheehan, and now making their Novitiate here. Other
guests included two Bishops, some relatives of Bishop Sheehan, and several laymen who knew the Bishop intimately
before he went to China. Quite recently Fr. McClimont,
C.M., missionary of the Eastern Province who lately returned from China, spent some time in the Museum looking
over its display.
A Visitors' Register has been placed in the Museum in
order that an interesting and permanent record might be
kept of all who are shown about. A glance at the first page
indicates how widespread the influence of the Museum is
becoming. There are two persons from China, one from
Pennsylvania, four from California, two from Chicago, one
from New Orleans and four front Missouri.
A TALE OF PROGRESSI
Subscribers to the De Andrein have frequently read articles about the progress of the Museum, appeals for aid, and
notes of gratitude for exhibits and contributions received.
These notices were to be expected since the growth of the
Museum has been steady since the day it began, just two
years ago. As mentioned in the N. C. W. C. dispatch, over
260 articles have been catalogued during these years-about
50 during the year just past. :Numerically, fifty doesn't ap-

Mississippi City and its missions became missions of Long
IBeach. Father Joseph Hager succeeded Father Sweeney.
Father Hager was destined to remain pastor for a period of
twenty-one years-until his death on January 15, 1936. During this time, the Bishop again made Mississippi City a parish with a resident pastor.
A private residence served as a school in 1920, but in 1922
a conmbination school and Sister's House was built. More
room was needed by 1927 so thru the efforts of charitable
friends, the Bishop and the Superioress Sister Clare, a convent was erected.
While Father Hager was ill, Father Fred Fisher cared for

pear to be many, but ever the casual observer would note
quite a difference were he to look into the Museum.
Indeed such progress, such national recognition should
gladden the hearts of all concerned. But in all this no glory
but the glory of God is sought; That by this means all men
might come to know that "the Bishop was a man of God".
and that "his work was the work of God."

the parish. Father Kelley was then pastor for about nine
months. The present pastor is Father Thomas Lilley who
assumed charge September 2, 1936.

grade Christmas cards at the bargain price of one dollar per
box of fifteen cards with a reduction to eighty cents per
box on orders of five or more boxes.

LEST YOU FORGET
We remind our readers that the Miraculous Medal Association is offering a completely new assortment of high
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A QUASI-INTOLERANCE IN BROOKLYN
Last month, St. John's University, Vincentian institution
of Brooklyn, New York, was the unexpected host to a huge
rally of tern thousand members and friends of the Catholic
Students Mission Crusade of the Diocese of Brooklyn.
Solemn High Mass, at which Father Francis McDonnell of
the University directed a group of two thousand students in
the singing of Montani's Missa Brevis, and other solemn
services were held on the University campus.
Originally the rally had been planned for one of the public parks of Brooklyn but city and state authorites showed
themselves so unfriendly on the matter that a transference
was made to St. John's. As to the effect this hostility of
officialdom will have on the Crusaders, The Brooklyn Tablet
makes this prediction: "Far from diminishing their enthusiasm, (this) will serve to increase and strengthen the faith
of every student."

"Heroes in Homespun"

Thre
ment of the subject. His regret was shared by all who were
privileged to hear him, and it is the sincere wish of the Students that he may soon have another opportunity to speak
to them of this work so dear to every son of St. Vincent, the
propagation of the faith in the foreign missions.

BISHOP MISNER SAFE AT HOME
Word has been received that His Excellency, Paul Misner,
reached his house in Yukiang, Kiangsi, China, about noon
October 10.
War conditions necessitated his taking a devious route
and a variety of conveyances. From Hong-Kong he flew to
Hangkow, and thence proceeded by boat and bus to his
destination, Yukiang. "He said he had a wonderful trip. He
looks fine considering he has been travelling since early in
September."

ENROLLMENTS, 1937

The following are the respective enrollments of Vincentian
institutions for the first semester
the school year of 1937-1938:
of
PURGAT40R IIAL CRY
Kenrick
Seminary,
Webster
Lord, Lord, how beautijful you are.
Groves, Missouri:
How fair and lovely is Yo)ur court!
Theology Department......206
And I, Lord, with a lepPer 's faceSt. Thomas Seminary, Denver,
Blotched, loathsome, wi th suppurating sores
Colorado:
How unworthy (I of such a place.
Theology Department....... 62
I could not, Lord, recei e T'hy kiss,
Philosophy Department.....20
Or climb thus to Thy bossom blest;
College Department......... 15
Thy goodness, my sham e would destroy me.
ould
demstrosy
me.
St.
Vincent's College, Cape GirBurn, Lord, purge, rid ne of my monstrous stains.
ardeauMissouri:
ardeau, Missouri:
Apply yet more the heailinig heat.
College and High School Departments ............... 84
me to Thee
CO?
Then-call me, Lord, to co•
Open wide to me your arms.
St. Louis Preparatory Seminary,
Let me rest my head agaainst your breast,
Webster Groves, Missouri:
And there forever in r apture stayPhilosophy Department.,.... 76
So refreshed, (and bright, and pure.
College and High School De-

(Continued from page 1)
part of the laity, the Communists realized that their sole hope
of conquering the Church in
China lay in the total destruction of the priests. Although no
American priests were killed, two
Chinese priests whose identity
was discovered were quickly and
cruelly executed. Yet, in spite of
such dangers, Father Lo, a secular priest, dared to obtain a job
at the very Communist headquarters, and there he frequently
celebrated Mass in secret for the
Chinese Daughters of Charity
who were caring for the wounded
Communists.
"DAYS OF THE CATACOMBS"
Persecution, suffering, supernatural courage, the days of
the catacombs repeated-all were vividly pictured by Fr. McClimont. So, too, was the lesson that the enemies of Christ's
Church seem never to learn: "The blood of Christians is
seed." There were over four thousand converts in the city
of Kanchow alone during the eighty days of Communistic
rule.
EYES TO THE U. S.
It is evident that even greater results will be produced if
the missionaries working in China receive the proper support. Mindful of this, Fr. McClimont stressed the need of
cooperation on the part of American Catholics in particular.
This cooperation is anxiously awaited by the Holy Father,
who is looking to the Church in the United States to give
the greatest assistance to the Church in the Far East. If
the hearts of the priests and the future priests of America
are not filled with love of the foreign missions and zeal for
their development, the expected aid from the laity will not
be forthcoming. It is upon the priests of America that the
future of the Church in China depends. Concluding his talk
with this thought-provoking statement, Fr. McClimont expressed his regret that lack of time prevented a fuller treat-

partments

.

............

Los Angeles College, Los Angeles, California:
College and High School Departments...........

71

118

St. John's Catholic Seminary, Kansas City, Missouri:
College and High School Departments ...............

45

De Paul University, Chicago, Illinois:
Day Students .................. . ....... . ......... .1616
Evening Students ..............................
3670
Total............... ....
...............
Summer School Students, 1937......................
De Paul Academy .............
....
.. ..........

5286
2341
432

CONDOLENCES
The De Andrein extends its sympathy to:
Fr. John Martin, C.M., on the death of his brother.
Fr. Donald McNeil, C.M., on the death of his brother.
Mr. Joseph Trudell, C.M., on the death of his brother.

The Solemn Service of Forty Hours was enacted at the
Church of the Assumption from October thirtieth through
November first.
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FOREIGN NEWS
Though advised by the American
Consul-General to withdraw, our confreres remain at their work in the
vicariate of Kiangsi.
Besides what slight damage was done
last month to our establishment at
Yukiang nothing has as yet been done
by the Japs to hinder the work of the
Missioners.
Though the seminaries and churches are "protected" from bombing by
large white crosses painted on the
roofs, the priests and seminarists have
trenches into which they may retreat
in case the Japs forget what the
crosses mean. These trenches are frequently the destination of scurrying
Chinese, for Japanese planes pass
overhead many times during the day
on their way to drop destruction on the
many railroad stations in the Vicariate.
It seems that at present they are leaving the dwellings unharmed.
One difficulty, however, is crippling
the work of the Missioners. Since the
fall of Shanghai, the vicariate has
been unable to secure funds from that
city. As a consequence, the schools
may have to be closed by New Years.
SCHOOLS STILL OPEN
At present their work goes on as
usual with numerous blessings. A
month and a half ago the schools at
Yukiang and Ihwang opened. The
latter had forty-five studying Christian
Doctrine. At Fuchow, Fr. Steve Dunker has the usual large number athis
Primary School. Fr. Fox has been
hearing confessions and caring for a
small mission twenty miles from
Fuchow. "Fr. Tom Smith though
losing his hair has still enough pep in
the old legs to give plenty attention to
his many missions around Yukiang."
Father Vandenburg has been appointed to active work at Yukiang, teaching
catechism to the primary school students and conducting the choir. Fr.
W. Dunker has erected a small basketSball court for his boys at Ihwang. All

LOO 0

V ER

Nov. 12, 1912. Vow Mass celebrated by
the Very Rev. Visitor this morning, at
which Mr. James Lewis pronounced
his holy vows.
Nov. 3, 1913. Mr. Paul Misner pronounced his holy vows today. We.
are more than, glad to have him with
us.
Nov. 13, 1913. Preparations are being made towards wiring for electric
lights from town.
Nov. 26, 1914. Thanksgiving Day.
Instituted a new custom todaysolemn Mass in the Church. Fr. Nuss,,
Celebrant, Mr. Quinn, deacon, Mr. Navin, sub-deacon, and Mr. McNeil, master of ceremonies.
Nov. 23, 1915. Mr. Leo P. Foley, second year theologian, goes to Chicago
to join the faculty of De Paul University.
Nov. 28, 1915. Fr. Neels sent down a
big box of Belgique pecans to the Students this afternoon
Nov. 22, 1916. Musicians celebrate
St. Cecilia's Day.
Nov. 5, 1917.-Messrs. Bayard and
Johnson are the committee of philosophers who will arrange the program
for the St. Catherine's Day entertainment.
Nov. 8, 1917.-Fr. Nuss' "Dramatic
Club" drew the largest crowd any play
ever had in Perryville.
Nov. 25, 1917. Most appreciated St.
Catherine's program rendered in a long
time ....

Mr. Taugher took as an ex-

ample for his argument the manner in
which our Very Rev. Superior could exercise or not exercise bj will in granting recreation . . . The Very Rev. Visitor told him to exercise his will, and
so we are off tomorrow.
Nov. 27, 1922. New officers of the
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PROVINCE NEWS
PERRYVILLE
Rather an innovation made its appearance at the Barrens on All Souls
Day. The Solemn Services of Requiem
were performed in the parish cemetery.
A Nocturn of Matins and one of Lauds
preceded the Solemn Requiem Mass,
which was celebrated in the open air
under a canvas canopy. The entire
Community at the Mother House and
a large gathering of the faithful were
in attendance. It is likely that this
All Souls Day Field Mass will become
an annual event.
St. Catherine's night was its usual
distinguished self. The panegyric was
delivered in thrilling rhetoric by Mr.
Peter Diliberto. Mr. Donald Fallon
then made a division of Philosophy
for his confreres. The piece de resistance was a debate on the subject: "The
Marriage Bond is, according to the
Natural Law, Indissoluble." A fine job
was done on this by Mr. Patrick
O'Brien, the Defendens, and Messrs.
Edward Brennan and James MacHardy, the Arguentes.
It was all so very learned.
The University of Notre Dame football team were wearing Miraculous
Medals when they played the University of Southern California.
It being well known here that it
is a custom at Notre Dame to place
the safety of its football players under
the protection of the saint of the day
on which each game is played, certain
of our members undertook to send to
Father O'Donnell, Chairman of the
Board of Athletics, a sufficient number
of Miraculous Medals to equip the
team on the Feast of Our Lady of the
'Miraculous Medal. Father O'Donnell
gratefully accepted the gift and sent
word that the team would be wearing
the medals when they took the field
for the Southern California game.
KANSAS CITY

the confreres are in deep sympathy
with the Chinese in the war area. A
statement -- "These Japs are sure terrorizing and destroying China with
their bombing of open, interior defenseless cities, and poor defenseless people in the poor districts.
It is crying to heaven for vengeance
and I hope somebody does something
soon"-seems to express the feelings of
them all. They all hope that the
United States, undoubtedly China's

Stephen Vincent Ryan Mission Unit:
Mr. Coyle, President, Mr. Theriac, VicePresident, and Mr. Sherlock, Secretary.
Nov. 1, 1925 Several members of the
house are sick with malarial fever.
Mr. Thomas Vaile , N. C. M., is taking
care of them. He is a great asset to
us on account of his knowledge of -medicine and we greatly appreciate his
generous assistance.
Nov. 4, 1926. Our long awaited new
car was driven from Ste. Genevieve

Father Fred Lewis. who has recently
returned from the Chinese missions,
has been appointed to St. Vincent's
parish. He will fill the office of an
assistant pastor.

friend in fair weather, will not forsake her in the present turbulent
crisis.

today by Brother Walter. It is a
"classy" Chrysler sedan. Bro. Walt is
in the height of his glory.

ed back to China but he has been
unable so far to have his passports
renewed.

CHICAGO
The new science building of De Paul
University is being rushed to completion. It wlil be ready for occupancy in
early Spring.
Father Bereswell has been summon-
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Thanks Missioners

The DeAndrein extends to its
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Brighter Spanish Xmas

readers the greetings of the seaThough not in the immediate war
zone, the Christians of our vicariate
are taking a very important part in
China's struggle to assert itself, and
their work is being recognized by the
Government.
Since the fall of Shanghai, the vicariate has become the hospital of the
wounded and the table of the hungry.
Thousands of wounded and homeless
drag themselves to the peaceful vicariate of Kiangsi, and the Christians are
not hesitant in bestowing all they have.
The wounded are being cared for. In
Father Moore's parish alone there are
500 wounded under treatment. The
missionaries have urged their parishioners to supply food, and they responded readily. Also, financial assistance is being given the government.
The boys of Father Tom Smith's
parish staged a play for this purpose.
One thousand attended paying $4000,
to which Bishop Misner added $1000
as a personal contribution. Among
those attending was the Mandarin himself. At the end of the performance
he could not contain himself. He arose
and made a speech praising this manifestation of Catholic action for the
(Continued on page 4.)

son, and wishes for them a generous share of the plentitude of
graces to be obtained from the
Child through the Madonna.
MADONNA AND CHILD
0 Mary, His infant hands were yours
to hold,
His infant cheeksl were yours to kiss.
Were you shy of seeming overbold
That you sat silent with Him in your
bliss?
0 Child, her virgin eyes were yours to
see,
Her virgin heart was yours to know.
0 Christ, she fondled and then cradled
Thee
Because You wished it so.

RARE VOLUMES
We wish to express our gratitude to
Mrs. Estelle Doheny for her recent donation of a very valuable collection of
books including a large number of
beautifully illuminated manuscripts
and several incunabula. As soon as
the library staff has had the opportunity to examine the various items,
detailed information aebout them will
be published in the DeAndrein.

CHRISTMAS TIME AT PERRYVILLE

(EDITOR'S NOTE: In compliance
with a request that he furnish the confreres and sisters of the United States
with an idea of the status of the Double Family in Spain during this second
Christmas under arms, Fr. F. Domeno,
C.M., of the province of Madrid has
sent this information under date of
December 12, 1937, from his vantage
point in Puerto Rico.)
"I thank you for your kind letter inviting me to say something about the
situation of the Spanish province.
Needless to say, I do it with the greatest pleasure.
"Our province is recovering slowly.
The Apostolic School of Guadalajara
has resumed its normal course in Limpias (Santander), the Novitiate in
Tardajos (Burgos), and the Theological Seminary in Murguia (Basque Provinces). The museums and library of
Limpias, thought to have been lost
forever, have been recovered in large
part, some miles from there. The
Reds, who sacked every Church in the
North and destroyed everything religious, left untouched the miraculous
Crucifix of Limpias.
"Spain has never ceased to be
Catholic Spain. Everywhere, Bishops
are asking for missionaries, and our
confreres are intensely busy in mission work. In Maceda, where we have
charge of a shrine, about 70,000 people
attended the mission which was characterized by a profound spirit of penance and expiation. Many came on
foot from places miles and miles away;
some were barefooted; others fasting on
bread and water; and on several occasions, the priests had to interfere
and stop people from walking two or
three miles on their knees. The last
day, there were about 15,000 people,
and 14,500 Communions were distributed.
"What Fr. Romero has said about
the reconciliation of a large part of
criminals condemned to death is confirmed daily. A confrere from Granada
writes that they have .given spiritual
assistance to three or four hundred of
these. It is deeply moving to hear of
the conversion of the famous Red lead(Continued on page 2)
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favor for all mankind, I don't think that I could request
for them anything better than just this-an hour before
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Thy Crib . .. that they might achieve a period of rest unto
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Before the Christmas Crib
Little Lord Christ, a prominent statesman of our times
has made the profound remark: "God can write straight
with crooked lines-even sins." I wonder if we, couldn't put
that thought another way: "God can utter truths through
erroneous statements-even blunders."
What I am thinking of, Wee Lord, is this: A great poet
once wrote of a baby-any baby:
"Thou, whose exterior semblance doth belie
Thy soul's immensity:
Thou best philosopher ...
That, . .silent,

readest the eternal deep,

Haunted forever by the eternal mind,-'
Mighty prophet! Seer blest!
On whom those truths do rest,
Which.we are toiling all our lives to find."
Little Lord Christ, when the poet wrote those lines he
wasn't thinking of you in particular but of the preexistence
of all human souls. But, Lord, granting the author's error,
was there ever so glorious an expression of Thee, Lord,
Blessed Christ Child? Did ever human speech tell more
beautifully the story of Your infantile omniscience? Indeed,
Thou art the "Mighty Prophet," the "Seer Blest," who
knowest the answer to all our problems and hast come to
bring help to all the world!
Little Lord Christ, never, in any other earthly appearance,
it seems to me, are You more irresistible than in this guise
of Babe of Bethlehem. Lord, when You lie there and look
out with piercing loving gaze on us, we cannot refuse to
catch the warmth of Your love, and not, on leaving,r go out,
as the shepherds, singing songs unto the night.
And how we need You, Little Lord Christ! In these days
of distress and distrust, when men are fighting each other,
and nation is plotting against nation, and when all things
seem anchorless and affoat, what need we have of Your
gentle charm and Your unconquered truth? Just a bit of
your charity, 0 Lord, and a deal of Your knowledge and all
our difficulties would vanish fast away!
But, Lord, though sorrow and trials are elsewhere experienced, here before this Crib none dare approach. Here
all is quiet and peace and joy. From this vantage point the
world is bright to look on and a happy place in which to

live.
Little Lord Christ, if it were given to me to obtain a

their souls.

A NOTE OF APPRECIATION
On November 26th and 27th, the Sheehan Memorial Museum was honored with the visit of Mr, and Mrs. James
Hagerty and family. Mrs. Hagerty, a sister of Bishop
Sheehan, enriched the Museum by her generous gifts, the
Bishop*s pectoral cross and rochet. Such personal reminders of the Bishop have created additional enthusiasm in
the work of the Museum. Besides these gifts, she has recently sent 13 personal letters of the Bishop, together with
several editorial comments written by him for The Shanghai
Times, and the Official Notice of his death. Her interest
and unselfish assistance emphasizes the fact that the spirit
of her brother is still alive and vigorous and will continue
to thrive.

BRIGHTER SPANISH XMAS
(Continued from page 1.)
er of Madrid, Atadell, who personally sent hundreds of
Rightist to execution. Captured in Canarias, he was suddenly converted by the Miraculous Medal given him by a
Sister of Charity. Before his execution, he wrote an edifying letter of retraction from his cell to those who had
shared his life of plunder and crime.
"The evacuation of priests and sisters goes on continually.
The Visitatrix has left the Red Zone and is with the Comunity already. Three or four of the confreres from Madrid
have also escaped; but we heard that one was forced to stop
in Valencia.
"In regard to our sisters, I cannot find words to express
their spirit of sacrifice. Franco knows them well, and has
called them to no less than two hundred military and emergency hospitals. The evacuated sisters, and those who had
been doing teaching work are now busy with the wounded.
It is wonderful to hear about priests, sisters, and Catholics
in general who still remain among the Reds. In constant
danger of death, they continue to administer and receive
the Sacraments. Our Lord assisted us, says one of our sisters. 'One did not know where or how, but we often met
with priests and persons bearing the Holy Eucharist in white
handkerchiefs.'
"Of course, this is not carried on without risk. One of our
confreres was waiting for an appointment of this nature in
a public park. Hei was approached by two young men who,
whispering to each other in a low voice, talked about a dying
friend who asked for a priest. The Father turned to them
and said: 'I can go, I am a priest.' They burst out into a
loud laugh; they had bagged big game that evening. He
was shot.
" . .. I must make an end here, wishing you all a Merry
Christmas and a Happy New Year.
"Yours in St. Vincent,
(Signed) "F. DOMENO, C.M."

•CONDOLENCES
The DeAndrein extends its sympathy to Father Edward
Whooley on the deaths of his brother and uncle.
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CHRISTY WALSH ON "OLD ST. VINCENT'S"
(Note: The following excerpts are taken from an article entitled "That Old Feeling" contributed by Mr. Christy
Walsh, internationally known sports authority, to the November issue of The Roaring Lions Magazine of Loyola
Unniversity of Los Angeles. They are reprinted here with
the kind permission of Mr. Charles A. Bissonette, editor of
that publication.)
The ten years I spent at St. Vincent's College-1901 to
1911-constituted the happiest and the most carefree decade
of my life. The patience and wisdom of the Vincentian
fathers has been a lasting influence with me, in every field
of endeavor-sport, business and social. When names and
St. Vincent incidents, as listed below, come to mind-I alalways get "that old feeling."
1901-Father and Mother placed me, as boarder, in old
St. Vincent's, corner Washington and Grand Avenue. Assiged to "little yard" with such "hard babies" as Sennett
Gilfillen, Bill Ross and others. They made me cry the first
three days and nights away from my mama.
1902--Altar boy. Discharged for sleeping in sanctuary,
during vespers. Witnessed ordination of Father O'Connor.
Father Martin, prefect of discipline, ordered me into his office for spanking ....

I yelped while he pretended to paddle

me, but he tapped his cassock instead, with rubber hose. I
remember fist fight between Bemis Phelps and Joe Bamerick. Pals afterwards. Grudges never lingered at old St.
Vincent's.
1903-Expelled with others, by Father Glass, for going A.
W. 0. L. Reinstated. Will Quinn, star reporter of our college paper "The Student." subsequently Monsignor Quinn,
New York City. Willard Wright (now S. S. Van Dine) on
staff of "Student" at same time.
1904-Remember a certain sturdy athlete threatening to
punch Father Green. . . . Father Green produced boxing

gloves and gave athlete convincing lesson in discipline and
the manly art. Athlete was a good boy ever after,
1905-Father McDonnell, gentle and modest, keeping Study
Hall, boxed my ears for cause. Immediately afterwards he
apologized and almost cried with sympathy. We loved the
Vincentian fathers for their discipline, tempered with kindness. Pomona smeared us 95 to 2 with Father Martin playing halfback, incog.
1906-Junior Elocution contest. I tied for last place.
1907-Junior Elocution Contest. I finished tenth. Saw
Hal Chase play his last college game, second base for Santa
Clara at Chutes Park, Los Angeles. Father Green, billed as
"Verde" hit homerun over fence.
1908-Frank Haggerty, head coach of everything. Occidental defeated S. V. C. for championship. Fred Snodgrass,
later of the N. Y. Giants, tossed the ball over Joe Campbell's
head playing first base, in final inning. "Fat" Smith, owner
of store adjoining college, agreed to give me free lunch daily
in exchange for my cartoons. Graduated from St. Vincent's
High School, with 21 classmates.
1909-Father Movray, venerable Spanish teacher, told
such pleasant tales about his old 'white horse, we sometimes
forgot to recite. Father Rio Frio could not understand why
American voters did not carry revolvers around on election

night. Someone tossed vegetable bouquet to Joe de Velasco,
in elocution contest and-horrors of horrors-the curtain
came down on Father McCabe, while he was apologizing to
the audience. Art Shafer, destined to star with N. Y.
Giants, played for S. V. C. against Stanford, although still
in high school.

1910.-Oratory Contest. Finished fourth. My conquerors
included Robt. Lucey (now Bishop Lucey). Participated in
burlesque scene from "Hamlet," costume consisting of old
black sweater and my sister's stockings. Costume ripped;
quick curtain! I published program (without permission)
for football game, S. V. C. vs. U. S. C. Big squawk by authorities but permitted me to retain the advertising profits
($29)! That paid for books, shoes and suit of clothes. Prof.
Conroy kicked me out of the history class. (But Prof. Conroy is still the greatest history prof. in the world to me.)
1911-Oratory Contest. Finished SECOND-(Only two in
the contest.) Father Duggan appointed me Manager Varsity Baseball Team. Schedule cancelled. College closing.
Graduated with Bachelors Degree but not cum laude. Owed
back tuition to Vincentian fathers $300. Paid in full, years
later. St. Vincent's grand old pioneer institution, closed its
doors in June. Landed my first job, with my father's assistance; $12 per week on the Evening Express.
1915--Studied law to please my father. Attended U. S. C.
at nights. Passed California state bar examination in
January. (22 years later, still waiting for my first client.)
1921-Organized newspaper sport syndicate at New York.
Started on money borrowed at six per cent.
1937-Still in New York but yearning to return for keeps.
Always thinking of Murietta, Boyce, Thompson, McEntee,
Carey, Harrington, Maynard, Pollich, Chase, WINNE, FitzWilliams Biscalluz, Schallert, Ybbarando, and their cronies.
Time to stop. "That Old Feeling" is coming on!

OLD ST. VINCENT'S (CLERICAL) ATHLETES
That the imposition of hands doesn't necessarily strip a
man of his athletic prowess is proved by Mr. Henry G. Bodkin, writing' a companion piece to the previously quoted article of Christy Walsh's.
For instance, Mr. Bodkin tells of Father Martin's assisting
in coaching the football team and betimes donning a suit to
play guard. "He was an inspiration to the team and beloved
by all the student body." But the singularity of Fathers
playing was considerably extenuated "because at Occidental,
Bagata, while a divinity student and preaching on Sundays
played football regularly, and at U. S. C. 'Pop' Wheatley
who, as ; recall it, was an ordained minister, played in the
backfield."
Upon Father Martin's being transferred to the East,
Father Green took over the coaching duties and also his
position at left guard when the team was short of players.
But, while football contributed its share to the glory of
St. Vincent's, it was really the baseball team that was "the
pride and joy of the student body, faculty and alumni."
'VERDE' LIKED GIANT PITCHING
And while speaking of baseball, Mr. Bodkin confirms a
story we have often heard of the redoubtable Father Green:
"During 1905-1906 baseball continued to prosper. In the
springtime, practice games were played with big league and
coast league teams. Father Green, under the name of
'Verde', played second base. John McGraw was tipped off
that Fred Snodgrass and Art Shafer, then playing on the
team, were big league material. In a practice game against
the New York Giants, Father Green knocked two homeruns

and McGraw wanted to sign him to play big league baseball.
Imagine his embarrassment when he learned that the young
Spaniard 'Verde' was in fact Father Green! Later Snodgrass and Shafer signed with the Giants and made big
league history."
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SEVEN VINCENTIANS
MASSACRED IN CHINA
The Vicariate of our European confreres in Chengtingfu, North China,
suffered a severe loss recently when
seven missionaries were slaughtered.
Chinese travelers reported that the
missionaries, Dutch, French, Czechoslovakian and Polish were bayonetted
and cremated.
The victims were: Bishop Schraven
of Lottum, Holland, Vicar Apostolic;
Rev. Lucien Charhy of Melun, France,
Superior of Chengting; Rev. Thomas
Ceska of Czechoslovakia; Rev. Eugene
Bertrand of Auvergne; Rev. Gerard
Wouters of Breda, Holland; Brother
Anthony Geerts of Oudenbosch, Holland; Brother Vladislas Prinz of
Poland. Killed with them was a Trappist, Rev. Emmanuel Robial of Sarthe,
France.
It seems very probable that the massacre was the work of Chinese Communists. The particular method by
which these soldiers of Christ were led
to their death has been used before
by Communists as we know from the
account given us by Father McClimont.
Bishop Schraven had been given assurance of protection at his residence in
Chengting. A notice prohibiting molestation was posted on the mission
gate. And then, while the missioners
were at supper, ten uniformed soldiers
interrupted them. They were blindfolded, carried off in a truck to a cremation grounds, bayonetted and cremated.
And as we think of our martyred
confreres, we are reminded of the
strange paradox which was pointed out
to us some time ago by a missionary
confrere. Not so long ago an American Communist was imprisoned in
Germany. In a very short time complaints from Communists were so
numerous that the government soon
had the man released. Such is the
loyalty of those who are united in a
cause which can only destroy. Is not
this a silent commentary on the torpor
of, Catholics who frequently do not
even think of their suffering members?

THANKS MISSIONERS
(Continued from page 1)
benefit of stricken China. He did not
hesitate to contrast the zeal of• the
Catholic schools with the inertia of
the public schools.
Later, accompanied by Bishop Misner and Father Quinn, he visited the

seminary and addressed the seminarians, praising the seminary and Catholic action in general.
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Dec. 14, 1927.-A couple of the students left for St. Louis this morning to
spend an extended period of time at
the hospital for the treatment of some
stomach ailmet. . . . 'Tis a most dis-

tressing time to be confined.
Dec. 23, 1927-Brother Gus was buried here this afternoon at two o'clock.
The funeral Mass was sung at the
Cape, and the entire cortege came here
in cars, arriving shortly after noon.
All the Priests from the College who
could come attended. Father Souvay
represented Father Barr. The Daughters of Charity were also present. It
is hard to lose one of the famliy so
cheerful, and so energetic.
Dec. 26, 1927.-A beautiful Noel . . .
Mr. Quinn was Santa Claus-successfully.
Dec. 1,; 1928.-Mr. Tolman favored us
tonight with a repetition on "The Evils
to be Avoided at Recreation." A few
more repetitions like that and we will
enjoy the retreat no end.
Dec. 26, 1928.-"Fear", a creation of
Mr. Frank Murphy assisted by Mr.
Tolman and Mr. Zimmerman, kept the
audience in roars all evening. . . That's

explained by its authors.
Dec. 7, 1929.-More gym material
from -Fr.Coupal arrived during retreat
-a basketball, set of parallel bars, and
a set of bar stalls. Our gym is being
fully equipped thanks to the kindness
of Fr. Coupal, our ever faithful benefactor.
Dec. 8, 1929.-Fr. Coyne announced
today that Mother LeBrune, the Mother General of the Daughters of Charity, received and sent to the community here at the Barrens a Special Apostolic Blessing from the Holy See.
Dec. 31, 1929.-The Reverend Director informed the Dean today that he
should be sure the cook gets hold of
an English Menu at least two days
ahead of the Christmas Banquet, so as
to be able to know what foods to prepare, and make provisions for the
necessary groceries.
Dec. 10, 1930.-Mr. Roche given
charge of Amateur Nite.
Dec. 8, 1931.-The long awaited electrician, Mr. Will, arrived today from
Chicago to install the new talkie machine. ....
Messrs. Thompson, Paour,

and P. LeFevre are assisting the gentleman in the work of installation.

PROVINCE NEWS
ST. LOUIS.
Bishop Walsh of the Maryknoll
Fathers has announced that Maryknoll is contemplating opening a new
house in the archdiocese of St. Louis in
the near future. It is to be a preparatory school. Arrangements have been
made with Archbishop John J. Glennon for the candidates of Maryknoll to
the foreign missions to study at Kenrick. The Rev. William Cummings,
and the Rev. John Martin of Maryknoll are residing temporally at Kenrick Seminary, preliminary to obtaining property, conveniently located
so that the students may have easy
contact with Kenrick seminary.
CHICAGO
On December 9 at the shrine of the
Miraculous Medal in St. Vincent's
church in Chicago, the northside organization of the Ciscans, a branch of
the Chicago youth movement, awarded
miraculous medals to the basketball
team of DePaul University. Thirteen
players were invested with medals. It
was the dedication of another department of student activity to the
Blessed Mother under the title of Our
Lady of the Miraculous Medal. Devotion to our Blessed Mother is being
much increased by this practice. The
ceremony of investiture was conducted
by the Rev. Thomas Powers, C.M. The
acolytes assisting Father Powers were
Messrs. James McDonald and Alex
Craw.
With figures which were unavailable
at the time of last month's issue we
may make a correction in the total enrollment at De Paul University, Chicago. According to a tabulated report of
the various departments of the University there is a total registration of 8472
students.
PERRYVILLE
Recently Father Romero, Vice-Provincial of the Spanish province visited the Barrens for several days. He
has long been a faithful correspondent, many of his letters having been
published in the De Andrein. During
the course of his visit he talked to
the students in the recreation hall and
igave them much interesting information
on present conditions in Spain. He said
that everywhere in Spain are evident
hopeful signs of peace. It is safe to
say that the war is over and the country is rapidly becoming settled again
into its normal state of life under the

direction of General Franco. The
Community's known martyrs number
twenty-seven, he said.
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CORRESPONDENCE COURSES BEGUN
An Inspiration inBooks

Christmas Week

Instruction by Mail Forms
New Student Activity

As so often in the past, so once
again we express our gratitude to Mrs.
Estelle Doheny occasioned this time by
her recent presentation of rare and
precious manuscripts and books which
have so greatly enriched the Seminary
library.
These manuscripts and books, are, of
course, of high literary and artistic
merit-not to mention their worth
financially. But they are something
more. They are an inspiration. For
they belong to an age that preceded
the mass production of the machine.
Their exquisite workmanship displays
not only the skill of craftsmen long
dead, but also their ardent love for
the faith and religious services of the
Church which has been for centuries
the Inspirer, the Protector, and the
iMother of the Arts.
The following are the manuscripts
and books received:
Super Cantica Canticorum. A commentary on the Canticle of Canticles
by Cassiodorus. This manuscript was
composed in Italy some time between
1160 and 1175. The text written in a
fine monastic hand is in black with
some passages in red. Capital letters
are in blue and red with exquisite
ornamental penwork. This commentary
is not found in Migne's Patrology, and
consequently may be one of the few
copies extant, and the only one of its
kind, for no manuscript was ever exactly duplicated.
BOOK OF BOOKS
Biblia Sacra. A French illuminated
Bible of the thirteenth century. The
penwork of this manuscript is of detailed beauty. The initial letter on
each of its 465 vellum pages is exquisitely floriated in red and blue, with
the design extending part or full length
of the page. Contemporary annotations
add to -the interest of this work. Its
old suede binding is stained and

Christmas this year was celebrated
in the tradition of the Barrens. After saying this, one might think that
that is all there is to ,say. To those
of us who have known Christmastime at the Barrens the simple statement means much. There is a universal spirit of Christmas week, an atmosphere and air of special happiness
and gladness for the Feast.
Everything seems to lend itself to the celebration, and everybody seems to give
himself to the preparations and then
to the enjoyment of the holiday season.
But then each year has its own distinctive character: each Christmas has
something singular and personal about
it. ,something of immediate interest to
those who are participating in it at
the particular time. This year the
tone of the week's program, we think,
was one of smoothness and finish.
From the music Christmas morning,
which was as beautiful as we have ever
heard it, to the closing program on
New Year's Day, the events were presented and accomplised capably and
smoothly. The Falso-Bordoni groups
of both the students and the novices
were excellent.
A GERMAN, A NEGRO, A JEW
The opening play, Mr. Hymel's
production of the comedy, "Benny
Sent Me" set the pace and established
a criterion for the week. It was a good
comedy of life at a Y. M. C. A. in New
York. Mr. F. O'Brien as Pete, the engineer (the euphemistic term for janitor) made his debut and brought down
the house with his heavy German gutturals. Mr. M. Kane, the physical instructor was, as usual-funny. Mr. P.
Mullins (you must have guessed) was
in his usual role. The entire support-ing cast gave splendid performances.
"GILLEYLOO BIRDS"

Fresh vigor and enthusiastic interest
have always been keynotes in every
Student missionary endeavor.
The
evening of January 11 proved no exception to the rule. Fired by the wish
to participate in the work of instructing the ignorant in the truths of the
Catholic Faith, and desirous of bringing their zeal for home evangelization
actively into play, the Stephen Vincent
Ryan Unit unanimously adopted the
proposal of constituting the Crusade
Correspondence Courses.
PERSONAL GUIDANCE
The Courses are modeled after the
Kenrick Correspondence Courses, and
are under faculty supervision.
The
entire plan is based on Bishop John F.
Noll's "Father Smith Instructs Jackson." The book is written in a conversational dialogue form and is a complete presentation of the doctrine contained in the Catechism. Eight objective-type tests, including true and false
questions, statements to be completed,
and choice questions complete the lessons of the text. The course is given
to Catholics and non-Catholics who
desire further knowledge of things
Catholic. The method of operation is
very simple. A letter of introduction is
sent to a potential student asking him
if he desires to take the Course. Having signified in writing his desire to be
instructed, he is enrolled in the Correspondence Courses. A; seminarian,
known as a Student Teacher, is assigned to each correspondent. The latter receives a copy of the text, "Father
Smith instructs Jackson." With the
book is mailed the first test.
When
this is returned to the office of the
Correspondence Courses, it is corrected
and re-mailed to the correspondent together with a personal letter containing suitable suggestions. At the same
time, the test for lesson two is sent.
In order to insure the personal note of

cracked.
Historica Longabordica of Jacobus
Vorctgine. This fourteenth century illuminated manuscript, also known as
(Continued on page 2)

On Monday evening Mr. G. Brennan
presented his thrilling mystery-comedy, "Beware of Shadows", tLe comedy
being well supplied (by Mr. F. Gagne(Continued on page 3.)

interest the student teacher continues to handle the correspondent
throughout the entire course of instruction.
(Continued on page 3.)
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CRUSADE INTENTION
Success of the Correspondence Courses.
Resolutions are admirable "in season and out of season."
The advent ;of a New Year, however, with its traditional
promise of betterment, makes one peculiarly receptive to
suggested resolutions. Now the past year has brought to
light, perhaps as never before, many social problems-labor
troubles, economic disorders, disruption of famliy life and
the slow but steady infiltration of Communistic principles.
Such economic difficulties have occasioned almost daily
headlines, numerous verbal clashes and unending discussion.
But they have also furnished a fertile field where the true disciple of Christ can plant the seeds of Christian charity and social justice-provided he can offer ,a positive, constructive
remedy. Catholics have that remedy; it awaits them in the
patient study of Ithe Papal Eycyclicals. The teachings of
the Popes, however, can be reduced to (practice only where
there is an interest in them powerful enough toproduce action. Such an interest is the duty of every student and
priest.

In the words of Pius XI, ". .. all candidates for the

sacred priesthood must be :adequately prepared to meet it
(their duty in the economic sphere) by an intense study of
social matters." And as Leo XIII ,says, ."Every minister
of Holy Religion must throw into the conflict all the energy
of his mind and all the strength of his endurance." May we
propose then, as a resolution for seminarians, the manifesting of an interest in economic affairs: an interest made
practical by "an intense study of social matters" and vitalized by participation, as much as possible, in every field of
social action.

AN INSPIRATION IN BOOKS.
(Continued from page 1)
the Golden Legend, was undoubtedly written by an Italian
scholar. Many of the sentences and small capitals are underlined in red, all paragraph initials are penned in blue and
red and are finely floriated with long and intricate lines.
The whole is inscribed upon a vellum browned with age.
TO THE VIRGIN
Book of the Hours. The most remarkable book in the entire collection is this fifteenth century manuscript copy of
the Office of the Blessed Virgin. Each of its 120 vellum

leaves is heavily illuminated in gold leaf, gold wash, lapus
lazuli, green, vermillion, and rose. Fifteen full-page miniatures depict scenes in the life of Christ and His Blessed

Th
eAnri
filigree
patterns
Mother. The illuminations have exquisite
in the border, which contrast with the architectural backgrounds in the miniatures. The separate figures in the borders combine to show the characteristics of late fifteenth
century art-the finest period of manuscript decoration.
The manuscript is bound in a covering of plush, and has
fine silver clasps in the shape of a former owner's initials.
Vitae Fratrum Ordinis Praedicatorum. A manuscript on
vellum written in France in the fifteenth century. Its small
Gothic characters are well-formed, and the penwork decorations show the skill and patience of its monastic composer.
CASES OF A CASUIST
Summa De Casibus et Tractatus De Matrimonio of Raymond of Pennaforte. About the year 1300 saw ýthe composition of this manuscript. On each of the 273 leaves there are
two columns of text written in rounded letters which were
characteristic of this period. Surrounding the text is a commentary and annotations written in smaller characters. The
flyleaf of the manuscript volume bears a curious inscription
in the hand of a writer, perhaps an owner, "1476. Peter,
dominus. Died in Lyesna." Lyesna being Lesnie, Poland.
Thus we find the work of Raymond of Pennaforte, written
probably in Italy in the twelfth century and copied in
France during the thirteenth, recorded in the fifteenth century in the hands of a priest in Poland.
De Veritate Catholicae Fidei of Thomas Aquinas. This
incunabula was printed in Venice by Franciscus Renner de
Heilbronn about 1476. Its 286 leaves are printed in double
rows of Gothic type. The first page of the text is decorated
with a large capital, bordered decorations, and coat-of-arms
in colors heightened in gold; the smaller capitals are printed in rea and blue. The eighteenth century Italian binding
is ornamented with the arms of Pope Pius VI in gold.
THE GOLDEN LEGEND
Legenda Aurea of Jacobus de Voragine. The famous compilation of the lives of the saints was enormously popular in
the Middle Ages. This copy was printed by Christophorus
Arnoldus at Venice in 1478.
Catholicon De Johann De Balbus. The Catholicon is a
Latin grammar and dictionary, and as such, is one of the
earliest printed books on the subject. It was edited by
Balbus and printed in Venice in 1483 by the famous printer
Liechenstein.
Imitatio Christi. This early edition of the IMITATION is
of special interest due to recent findings which indicate that
Gerard Groote and not Thomas a'Kempis was its author.
This copy was printed; at Venice in 1486 by F. de Madis.
Calendarium Romanum Magnum of Jacobus Stoeffler.
Oppenheym, 1518. This important sixteenth century book
was bound in Spain for the Marquis of Moya or Mola, whose
arms appear on me cover. The gilt gauffered edges bear the
date 1593, which is undoubtedly the date of the binding,
It is in a very fine state of preservation, being unrepaired
and untouched.
CHRONICLE OF HERMITS
Chronica De La Orden De Los Ermitanos Del Glorioso
Padre Sancto Augusting. This chronicle of the hermits of
the Order of St. Augustine was composed by Fray Hieronyrmp IRoman. It opens with an account of the life of the
saints and later continues with the work of the Augustinians.
The frontispiece is an excellent woodcut of St. Augustine.
The book was printed in Salamanca in 1569 when this famous city and its university were at their height.

Missale Ad Usum Romanum; 1666. A product of ?the golden age of French bookbinding when skill of workmanship,
(Continued on page 4.)
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CORRESPONDENCE COURSES BEGUN

"NEW ORLEANS' MOST BELOVED WOMAN"

(Continued from page 1.)
AND IT'S FREE
An attractive feature of the work is that there is absolutely no expense attached to the course for the correspondent. No remuneration or offering is solicited in any way.
At present, the mailing list is restricted to ten persons. As
soon as financial conditions warrant, however, the enrollment will be increased to include as many as possible.

In an !article, "New Orleans Charity Hospital," recently
contributed to the monthly magazine Hygeia, official organ
of the American Medical Association, S. R. Winters speaks
in highly laudatory language of the work of the Sisters of
Charity and in particular of Charity Hospital's venerable
directress Sister Stanislaus.
In tracing the two-hundred-and-one year iold history of
the hospital, Mr. Winters says that 1834 was the most auspicious year "for it was then, that the Sisters of Charity arSOWING THE SEED
rived
to take charge of the internal management of the inTo visualize great possibilities for the Crusade Corresponstitution."
dence Courses is not presumptuous. Methods are measHaving, given generous praise to the Sisters "heroism and
ured by results. The Kenrick Correspondence Courses have
self-sacrifice in battling disease" at all times, he instances
met with notable success in twenty-five states. Four hunspecifically the epidemic of 1878. In this regard he quotes a
dred persons have been enrolled in the Courses since last
living surgeon, who worked in the epidemic, to this effect:
March. The Catholic Church has a vital religious and social
"The scenes I witnessed in that
message to impart. People hungering for solace and truth are only
frightful ordeal will remain graven
COMMUNION ASPIRATIONS
and indelible in my memory; but
too eager to take advantage of an
opportunity;to receive this message.
out of that surge of horror, and out
As the 'mother loves Iher infant babe
By this unique and effective method
of that dark valley of despair, the
With a love that is h e?rs alone;
of procedure, we will undoubtedly be
halllowed image of the Sisters of
Which grows as he gr o0 ws,
Charity at the bedside of <the safcultivating the ground and sowing
And then overflows
the seed for the spread of the Kingfron-tinged victims of the Black
To sacrifice almost u n*knowndom of Christ on earth. Those takVomit will ever rise in the full raI would love Y ou, Jesus.
diance of the faith, the. hope and
ing the Courses will learn; and then
rc
the courage that they inspired."
As the flower longs fo the morning dew
-well, another Hand imust do the
Mr. Winters then turns to Sister
To melt its petals wh titte;
harvesting, "Paul Planteth, Apollo
'
And give it hope
Stanislaus in particular: "For fiftywatereth, but God giveth the inWith life to cope,
three years, Sister Stanislaus has
crease."
devoted her life to humanitarian
And bathe in the sun s warm lightHere in reality is a true Vincen,Jesus.
I long for Yot U,
work right in Charity Hospital, and
tian offensive for home mission ace
tion. It makes every Vincentian
As the fleecy lamb needs its shepherd's care, for that reason she is often called
Scholastic engaged in the work a
New Orleans' most beloved woman.
Lest, strayed from the fold,
The medical men of all creeds reliving echo of the Faith.
It yield to fate
gard her with reverent affection."
In fierce wolves' hatce,
Sister Stanislaus, he goes on to
_
CHRISTMAS WEEK
Lost, unsheltered, col dI need You, Jie?sus.
report, has been "recently nominated by the Nurseslof Louisiana for
(Continued from page 1.)
the Saunders Award, given to an
As the sun comes to tt?se waiting earth
pain and his capable partner Mr. T.
outstanding person in the nursing
O'er a mountain's miisty brow,
Winters. They made their stock
To pierce the cloud
profession. This award will be made
role of detective and coroner really
next year."
Which else would sh7rcoudhumorous, despite the hackneyed
d-leafed boughIn concluding his eulogy of "this
Or peeps through a go)lc
nature;of these roles. Much of the
truly remarkable woman," Mr. WinCome to me, J(esus.
mystery arose from the kidnapping
ters quotes approvingly the words of
of Miss Mildred Marvin, the heiress,
a newspaper editorial. "She has the brains of a)man with
played very well by Mr. P. Diliberto. Mr. T. Connolly :and R.
Coerver were both "heavy." Mr. G. Zoellner, who had the lead, the heart of a.woman. She meets hard situations with the
toughness of a top-sergeant in the army, fas readily and
gave an excellent portrayal of a dual character, crazy-clever
naturally as she brings love and tenderness to the bedside of
Jed. The action of the plot moved swiftly, and this action
was accentuated by many mysterious appearances and disappearances from many rdoors, a closet and a large woodbox by the fireplace. The solution of the mystery, we
thought, was rather novel.
ARTISTIC AND FUNNY
Messrs. Connolly and Donohoe's
Wednesday brought
minstrel, a phantasy in ebony, with excellent music by the
orchestra and many good songs. The jokes? Well, the percentage of good ones was high. The quartette, as usual,
starred. Messrs Gieselman and F. O'Brien are to be complimented on their smooth, arrangements of orchestrations.

a dying child."

A GREAT DECEPTION

mistaken identity. Mr. W. Ryan as Tommy Brent, Yale's
best leading lady, impersonated Kitty, an actress, whose
presence was particularly annoying to Mr. Carson, portrayed
by Mr. G. Brennan.
Tommy Brent assumed the disguise in an attempt to win
the niece of Mr. Carson. The "Old Boy" Carson had other
plans for her and for .himself. He would get $10,000 from
his brother's estate, if he could marry his niece to Mr. Benjamin Holmes, a respectable bachelor from New York, portrayed by Mr. J. Brennan. His characterization of this staid

The final play, "Who's Who", Mr. W. Gaughan's first production, was a fitting climax to the week's entertainment.
This was.a clever play on the oldest of comic situations,-

and no-longer-young suitor was especially good. Of course,
Tommy, nee Kitty, after much difficulty outwitted the, "Old
Boy" and made everybody happy.
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FOREIGN NEWS
Though post factum by months, certain details, recently relayed, of Bishop ;Misner's return trip are yet news
to most of us.
Approaching Hong Kong, Bishop
Misners' ship was accosted by a
Japanese submarine, meaning business.
It encircled the ship a few .times,
was satisfied, and submerged.
While in Hong Kong, Bishop Misner
conversed with the Most Rev. Paul YuPin, 36-year-old Vicar Apostolic of
Nanking, and one of the founders of
the Chinese Catholic War Relief Association. Generalissimo Chiang Kaishek, he said, had commissioned him
to raise relief funds in the United
States and elsewhere. He is now in
this country.
Two months ago, the Community
Mother house at Kia-shing in the Province of Che-Kiang was in danger of
being bombed. Close by, the orphanage was destroyed and 86 orphans perished. Because of these conditions, the
students and novices, about our number, evacuated the Seminary, and
sailed to Shanghai on an Italian gunboat. They are now safely installed
in the French Concession, enjoying the
hospitality of the Society of Jesus.
Word has not been received regarding the Christmas celebration of our
confreres in Kiangsi. The last word
was a merry Christmas and a Happy
New Year to us all.
No new developments of a warlike nature have taken place in the
vicariate in the last month. The imissionary's work is going along as usual.
The schools, though low in funds, are
still open. However, there have been
some changes made in parishes.
Bishop Misner is now in Jaochow,
Poyang, replacing Father Lloyd as pastor. Father Lloyd is on his way here
for a much needed vacation. Father
Yager has been appointed to Ying-tan
to assist Father Moore.
On February 3, Father Bereswell is
to return to his missionary labors.
We wish him a bon voyage, and every
blessing and success in his work.
LONDON
A British vessel will take supplies
to 10 British and French Daughters of
Charity marooned at Tinghai, in the
island of Chusan.
The

Sisters

conduct

a

home

for

Chinese orphans under Sister Xavier
Berkeley, Cousin of the Earl of Denbigh.

ER

Jan. 11, 1912.-The snow fall was so
heavy that even Houcks' train and the
Frisco were unable to run.
Jan. 7, 1913.-As an evidence of our
deep respect and gratitude toward our
Rev. Director, Fr. Barr, all the students
assembled in the theology hall shortly
before class this morning, and when
he arrived presented him with a birthday remembrance, this being his natal
day. With the gift we asked that he
purchase a set of new Breviaries and
a meerschaum pipe, so that whether
he be hymning God's praises or be
wrapped in his studies the sub-threnody of the good-will of the students may
be ever throbbing a peaceful, rythmic,
stimulating cadence until birthdays
come for him no more. He was taken
so by surprise that he choked and faltered for words befitting a response.
. . . Class of course, was out of question.
Jan. 20, 1914.--His Grace, the Most
Reverend J. J. Harty, D.D., Archbishop of Manila, an alumnus of Cape,
paid us a visit today. The Carmen
Jubilare was composed by Fr. Ordonoes.
Jan. 29, 1919.-Lieutenant Stack,
U.S.A., brother of Mr. Stack, C.M., arrived about eleven o'clock this morning. He flew here from Altenburg,
and after performing a number of
stunts in the air, alighted on the field
between Sycamore Lane and the
Grove. Thousands of people came to
see the airship, it being the first time

PROVINCE NEWS
CHICAGO
On January 2, Feast of the Most
Holy Name of Jesus, Father Michael J.
O'Connell, President of DePaul University ,addressed thirty-five hundred
members of the Holy Name Society
gathered for,Solemn ?Pontifical Mass in
the Cathedral of the Holy Name. In
the presence of Cardinal Mundelein,
Auxiliary Bishop Shell and a host of
other dignitaries. Father O'Connell
spoke to the men on the subject of
"Catholic Loyalties."
ST. LOUIS
Not a dissenting voice has been
heard to the proposition that the program of Father Clarence Corcoran's
Seminary choir heard over Radio
Station, KMOX, St. Louis, on Christmas Eve, was excellent. The choristers,
thirty voices strong, rendered one
evening's section of the Christmas Novena which has been sung in Vincentian churches since its composition
in 1721 by a Father Vaccheta, confrere
of Turin, Italy.
PERRYVILLE
Some of the many visitors whom the
Barrens had the happiness to welcome at Christmas time were: Father
Comerford O'Malley of DePaul University, Chicago; Fathers Foley and Clarence Corcoran of Kenrick Seminary,
St. Louis; Father James Saracini of
St. Thomas' Seminary, Denver; Fathers Yallally and Brosnan of St. John's
Preparatory Seminary, Kansas City;
Fathers Sheldon, Darling, Daspit,
Kane and Roche of St. Vincent's College, Cape Girardeau; and from St.
Boniface parish, Perryville, our very
good neighbor, Father James Huber.

one landed in Perry County. . . . Stu-

An Inspiration in Books

dents guarded the airship all night.
Jan. 21, 1920.-Mr. Ponet, on way to
San Diego, pays us a visit, arriving at
noon.

(Continued from page 2.)

Jan. 4, 1922.-Fr. Donoavn expressed
the wish today that we form a unit of
the Catholic Students' Mission Crusade.
Jan. 14, 1922.-No steam today, hence
no heat. . . . No canon law today. ...
Mr. Johnson's birthday.
Jan. 9, '1924.--Our good friend Fr.
Joe Finney assumes directorship of the
Miraculous Medal Association.
Jan. 26, 1924.-A Mr. Charles Lindbergh is taking up passengers for
flights from the field in back of the
mound. ...
Father Barr and Brother

Walter were among those who were
so fortunate as to get a ride.

quality of leather, and beauty of design
reached an unsurpassed height. The
heavy dentelle or lace border on this
Missal is intricate in workmanship
yet simple in effect. The condition of
the binding is exceptional, not even a
crack in the hinges after more than
two centuries. This Missal probably
belonged to Msgr. B. Maria de Becco
whose name appears on the title page
in neat manuscript.
AMERICA-1597
Descriptiones Ptolemaicae,of Cornelius Wytfliet, printed at Louvain in
1597. This, the first atlas to be devoted
completely to America, is a book of

great rarity and of prime importance
to the student of American history. It
is in its orginal vellum binding.
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Return to China

Convert Statistics

Mail Bag Missionaries

When the China-abound steamer
President Coolidge left San Francisco
harbor on February 5, she carried with
her our esteemed missionary confrere,
Fr. Bereswell. Once again, after a
much needed rest from the strenuous
labor of the mission fields, he was on
his way to China-a China devastated
not only by ignorance, error and superstition, but also by the bombs and
shells of a ruthless invader.
IRREGULAR TRAVEL
Because of the uncertain conditions existing in some ports and the
difficulty of safe travel after arriving,
Fr. Bereswell's first destination, was
Hong Kong, British Mandate. Here he
was to await an opportune moment to
Once
penetrate into the interior.
arrived in Hong Kong, further travel
depended on the progress of the war
in that section of China, the consequent conditions and the red tape involved in obtaining leave to pass
through the war zones into Kiangsi.
Fr. Bereswell's plans for getting into
the interior were rather vague.
Since transportation, other than for
military purposes, would probably be
irregular and slow, if not positively
dangerous, he contemplated taking a
plane in order to avoid completely the
war-menaced provinces. If this were
impossible, he would try to obtain
Bishop Misner's car. In any event, his
mode of travel would necessarily be
determined by circumstances.
SUSPICIOUS JAPANESE
Hong Kong was picked as an intermediate destination because the complete
domination of Shanghai by the Japanese, occasional military disorders and
possible insult to civilians of any rank,
make Shanghai a dangerous residence
for anyone not military minded. Any
attempt to enter the interior via
Shanghai during this period of intense

Recently published reports reveal gratifying results of Vincentian missionary
endeavor in China. In the thirteen
vicariates and prefectures under Vincentian rule, there were 95,509 baptisms
recorded during the year ending July
1, 1937. Of this amazing number 16,000 were baptisms of adults, and more
than 56,000 those of children.

Scarcely onq month has passed sinceThe De Andrein heralded the tiny beginnings of the Crusade Correspondence
Courses in Catholic doctrine. Scarcely
a month has passed, and yet in that
brief time the work has been fully organized and has progressed remarkably. The enthusiasm with which it
was received by the Students has been
an important factor. All are willing
and anxious to cooperate in a work
which brings actual results for God
and the Church.
A SPREADING INFLUENCE
The mailing-list of actual and prospective students presents a truly cosmopolitan group. There are Catholics
and non-Catholics, practicing Catholics
and fallen-away Catholics, lawyers and
chemists and business men, housewives
and working girls, those interested in
the Catholic Church themselves and
those trying to interest others in it.
The influence of the Crusade Correspondence Courses is even now felt in
New York and in Texas, in Pennsylvania and New Jersey and Louisiana.
New names are coming in rapidly-too
rapidly for the organization to care for
immediately with its present handicaps
and limitations. But all that come in
will be gladly received and taken care
of as soon as possible. The instructors
are numerous, and eager to begin the
work; and it is hoped that it will be
only a short time until the Correspondence Course will be able to extend
its field of activity so that more of
them may. The key to the, lock seems
to be at hand.
PATRONS
A plan recently proposed and put into operation is doing much to extend
and consolidate the efforts of the Correspondence Courses. There are many
zealous Catholics who are anxious to

unrest, might be viewed with suspicion
by the Japanese. On the other hand,
since Hong Kong is under British protection, Fr. Bereswell could wait there
safely and at the same time have a
good starting point for his trip into
the southern part of China.

A Word of Thanks
Mr. Paul Mason of Perryville has
once again substantially assisted the
Bishop Sheehan Memorial Museum, by
contributing a second display case.
We are grateful to Mr. Mason for his
generous interest. With' this added accommodation a presentable display can
be assured any new articles which may
'be sent in. This is but another expression of vigorous interest in the
work of the Missions of China.

Centenary In La Salle
The priests of St. Patrick's Parish,
La Salle, Illinois, have made public elaborate plans for an ecclesiastical and
civic celebration of the one hundredth
anniversary of the parish.
The celebration will occupy the week
of May 22 to May 29. Indications are
that many prelates and many city and
state officials will be present to lend
added dignity and impressiveness to
the occasion.
SPIRITUAL MILITARISM
On January 22, two weeks before his
departure, Fr. Bereswell visited his
many student friends at the Barrens.
His readiness to return to the mission
field, his courage in facing the futurewhich may add to the usual trials' of a
missioner that of physical danger--,
his cheerfulness and willingness to depart from dear ones that he might tend
to Christ's little ones-all this brought
home to each student the realization
that here was a true soldier of Christ.
Our prayers are his for a safe arrival,
and a happy and successful Apostolate!

see the truths of their faith spread
broadcast, but by reason of their position in life or their circumstances, are
not able to engage actively in the work.
In order to share in the mighty harvest
of the Correspondence Courses, some
few of them have entered the work in
(Continued on page 3.)
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CRUSADE INTENTION
Success of Fr. Bereswell's Trip.

A WIDENING BATTLE FRONT
Foretold by Cardinal Newman seventy-four years ago, announced by Hilaire Belloc a few months ago, the climactic
battle unto death of Catholicity and Paganism is being
joined.
Cardinal Newman said: "Then will be the stern encounter, when two real and living principles (Catholic Truth
and Rationalism), one in the Church, the other out of it,
at length rush upon each other, contending not for names
and words, or half-views, but for elementary notions and
distinctive moral characters." Mr. Belloc has said: "The new
lineup is Christianity versus Paganism. Antichrist is on
his way. Persecution is inevitable. It will be a battle unto
death, the result must be universal Catholicity--for that is
the only Christianity-or it will be universal paganism."
A CLASH OF IDEOLOGIES
Here two pertinent considerations suggest themselves:
First, if "Persecution is inevitable," as Mr. Belloc says it is.
that persecution will succeed only if lits intellectual principles succeed. The battle then must first be one of ideologies.
Secondly. if the outcome is to be universal the field of
warfare must be universal. The clash of ideologies will take
place first in the natural sciences, in economics, in history,
in literature. Only on the condition that the Catholic
Church is successful here will the fight be carried over into

The De Andrein
other words, he must show that man's cultural hopes rest
fundamentally not on an evolutionistic human growth but
on a re-approach to the state of original justice from which
he has fallen.
SCIENCE
In science, too (in natural sciences that is, for so his opponents will understand the term), he must be equipped
to point out that the most staggering inventions and discoveries are but hieroglyphs bespeaking a Divine Mind;
that, as the brilliant Jaime Castiello put it, "the man of
science is always ultimately a beggar whose duty it is to reconstruct painfully, slowly, at great costs to himself, one
little fraction of the Divine Thought." He must show that
truth cannot contradict itself, and hence that, as Pope Leo
XIII has said, conflict between science and religion can
be only apparent arising either from the fact that individual
men have misunderstood the truths of religion or because
science has failed to read the book of nature aright.
Economics, too, and literature, and sociology, it will be his
duty to demonstrate, must depend on God or they are nothing. Without Him, they become mere foolish babblings unworthy of the dignity and aspiratory powers of men. Incidentally, he must be prepared to point out the heriosm itself,
that most attractive of human qualities, is but moral beauty,
which without God is a contradiction in terms.
INCREASING DEMANDS
These are the problems that will face all Catholics in this
very important battle of ideologies. And if all Catholics,
how especially the priests who are the constituted leaders of
Catholic society. Intellectually, much more will be demanded of the priest than was ever demanded of him defore. The lips of the priest must still keep wisdom. And
he must still teach theology, but, henceforth,, in addition to
pure doctrine he must be able to teach theology as a fact to
be found at the end of every vagrant pathway that the
human mind can discover.
"Art thou a master in Israel and knowest not these
things?

MODERN MASSACRING
Two months ago we reported the slaughter in North China
of Bishop Hubert F. Schraven, C. M., Vicar Apostolic of
Chengtingfu, and seven of his Vincentian priests together with a visiting Franciscan. We related that they
were bayonetted and cremated. And they were. But in accordance with the scanty details at our disposal we stated
that their assassins were apparently Chinese bandits. This
istatement is now open to correction, and justice to the

God or no God: That will be the question. And the
Catholic scholar must pursue it into every sphere of human
thought.
He must demonstrate to the Historian that "history is
but the concrete plastic representation of God's Providence."
He must be ready to trade blows with the far flung school
of the late Professor Harvey Robinson preaching the crippling tenet that "the extent of man's culture is to be measured by the number of outworn traditions, of outmoded, inherited 'wisdoms' he has succeeded in casting off." One of

Chinese demands that we make the correction. According
to special reports recently dispatched to the Chicago Daily
News it appears 'certain that the murders were committed
either by Japanese soldiers or by Manchurian soldiers in the
pay of the Japanese and at the instigation or at least
the approving toleration of the Japanese army who had
recently occupied the town. The reports state: "Ten
soldiers wearing Japanese style uniforms forced their way
into the mission, blindfolded the missionaries including one
Bishop (Bishop Schraven), loaded them into a truck and
transported them to a field where the Japanese had been
cremating Chinese dead. The priests (and bishop) were

the chief of these "outmoded 'wisdoms' " is of course religion. To these men he must prove the paradox that in
culture man's progress consists basically in regression. In

cruelly bayonetted and shot as they stepped off the truck.
Their bodies were tossed into a pile and burned."
(Continued on next page.)
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"FAITHFUL OVER A FEW THINGS. ...

"

(Continued from page 1.)
Priests who have come from the three most recent genera new role. They have volunteered to become the patrons
ations of Scholastics will remember the faithful old Semiof one or more correspondents whom the Courses would
nary houseman, Bill Tiehes.
otherwise be unable to adopt. The part they play is a vital
Well, Bill died on the fourteenth of February after a ten
one. To start with, they furnish the necessary means to
days illness. We buried him two days later.
carry on the work in specific cases. They thus become the
For those who did not know him: Bill was domestic facpatrons of definite individuals who need instruction. But
totum at the seminary for the past seventeen years. He was
their role does not stop here; the Correspondence Course is a simple soul, as honest a person as you can expect to meet,
and as faithful as the day is long. It is indicative of his
working in the realm of religious instruction, grace, and suwell-balanced character that he was just as respectful to
pernatural life; and in that realm prayer is an indispensable
condition. "Pray ye the Lord of the harvest" applies to coneveryone at the seminary on the last day of his service as
he had been on the first.
ditions today as truly as it ever did. The return of a fallen-away Catholic to the sacraments after three years, and
In all his career Bill manifested only two objectionable
traits. He would smoke an abominable-smelling pipe, and
thli unexpected permission of a stubborn non-Catholic
he would wear squeaky shoes. But in later years he came
father to baptize his child are not the work of so much pato minimize these even to the vanishing point. He walked
per and ink and postage. It is here that the Patron plays
on his toes the greater part of the time that he was in the
his most important part by praying to God that the ones for
house, and he regarded his pipe as he did his hat--somewhom he is providing instruction will profit by that instruction and even be brought into the Catholic Church. From thing that must never go with him into anybody's room.
to' time as circumstances
time
It was fitting that the Superior
permit, the instructor notifies the
NIGH VINDS
celebrated the Solemn Mass at Bill's
Patron as to the progress of his corfuneral, that the Assistant Superior
respondent and of anything in particuNightwinds, genm
tly Sblowing,
preached the sermon, and that the
n
lar that may be of interest.
On this moonlit nbight,
Seminary choir sang. Bill deserved
a
I-flowing
any tribute we could give him.
dreams
Bringing
PROMISES
BRIGHT
height.
starr
y
their
From
in
scope
narrow
the
This plan within
which it is now actually working seems
to be a success, and gives promise of
marked success in the future. With
help of such zealous Catholics as
these, the future looks bright for the
Crusade Correspondence Courses, and
especially for the many who badly need
and want the instruction that the Correspondence Courses can, and, it is
hoped, will be able to give them.

Dreaming the direcams of fineness,
Singing the son!gs I know,
Lifting my thoutghits to kindnessWhisperings soft aznd low.

FILIPINOS
THANK YOU,
-

The De Andrein acknowledges with
thanks the receipt of a book from the
Students of the Manila Seminary in
Nightwinds!
the Philippine Islands. This book
A benediction!
"Soy Seminarista" (I am a Seminarian)
After the weary d ay
is a translation by Fr. Jose Tejada, C.
Casting the shaido ws of pleasures,
M., of the French "Je Suis SeminarHelping the moo n at play.
iste" written by Canon Dequin, Rector
of the Seminary of Chauny.
This little manuel is the answer to a Seminarian's prayer.
NEWLY-PROFESSED BROTHERS
It fills a definite need. It has no new theme; it treats of
During the past few months two more of our new generanothing novel; but'it does picture with refreshing directness
tion of brothers have made their profession. On December
the daily life, routine and difficulties of every Seminarian.
8, Feast of the Immaculate Conception, Brother Martin Mc
Written in the first person, this little boolk causes its reader
Elmeel of Earlville, Iowa, took his holy vows. On February
17, Feast of Blessed Clet, Brother Leo Mullins of Chicago
to preach to himself'the' little daily sermons which are so
made his dedication.
necessary if he would acquire and keep the spirit of his voWith'the advent of these two confreres, the Brotherhood
cation. It has the charm of a story, the practicality of a set
at the Seminary now numbers four professed members. In
of Rules, the power of a Spiritual Combat. We deeply adaddition to these there are four more Brothers now going
though the 'course of the Novitiate.

mire this little book and 'sincerely hope that the near future
will find it translated into English.

CONDOLENCES
Through the De Andrein the Scholastic extend their sympathy to: Father Edmund J. Cannon, C. M., on the death
of his father. Fathers Cyril and Phillip LeFevre, 'C. M., on
the death of their mother.

ORCHIDS TO "THE PADRES."
In some manner or other the January issue of the De Andrien came into the hands of Mr. Christy Walsh. Concern-

MODERN MASSACRING

ing an article of his quoted therein, Mr. Walsh has written:

Until such time as the Holy See sees fit to appoint a Vicar
Apostolic to the vacant Vicariate of Chengtingfu, the Most

"Memories of St. Vincent's and my devotion to the Vincentian Priests who taught me, remain very much alive and

ReOerend John de Vienne, C. M.., is by Papal appointment
acting as Apostolic Administrator. Bishop de Vienne is Vicar Apostolic of Tientsin.

I am delighted that you found space in your columns for
this meager tribute to the good Padres of my school days."
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FOREIGN NEWS
CHINA
It is the custom of all the American
Confreres in our vicariate to have a
"iget-together" three times a year: at
the annual retreat, New Years, and
the Feast of the Blessed Apostles Peter
and Paul. It is usually at Bishop Misner's residence in Yukiang. This New
Years day, however, they gathered at
Fr. Steve Dunker's in Lin-chuan.
In the latter half of January, the
and captured
attacked
Japanese
Hang Chow, the Capitol of Chekiang.
Chekiang is one of the neighboring
provinces of our Vicariate. For the
first time during the war Kiangsi was
in imminent danger of attack. Paradoxically, it was an occasion of much
feasting among the Chinese of our
Vicariate.
Fearing that they were to be attacked
next, the Chinese began to kill their
pigs and chickens and eat them, lest
they should 'be spoils of war for the
Japanese.
Fr. Teng, our Chinese confrere in
contemplated
Yukiang,
charge at
sending' the seminarians to their homes
for a while.
But the danger passed when the Japanese left Chekiang for the north of
China.
It took all Bishop Misner's ingenuity
to pacify a crowd of school boys, who
became panicky when two Japanese
planes passed over Poyang, last month.
Over a hundred of them walked out of
school.
At least, the people in our vicariate
are not starving. Rice is fabulously
cheap-200 pounds for four Chinese
dollars ($1.22 American). The reason
is thoroughly Chinese. The rich are
giving the rice away because,, they reason, it is better to feed Chinese now,
than Japanese eventually.
PERRYVILLE
The thesis for the debate on St.
St. Thcmnas' night will be: Truths formally revealed and they alone are
object of faith. Reverend Mr. Charles
Cannon will defend the thesis and
R-everend Mr. Victor Roden and Mr.
John Bagan will oppose it. The panegyric will be delivered by Mr. Owen
Quigley.

Mr. Francis Gagnepain will

read a paper on the Messianic Expectation.
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March 26, 1908.-The students were
sent to Dr. Vessell's farm in search of
maple trees. Two teams were procured.
The students rode on a "hay-rack",
and managed to make the trip a pleasant one. About one-hundred fifty
young maples were brought home.
March 1, 1912.--~Blustering March
made his entrance with all the meekness of the traditional lamb.
March 18, 1912.-Recreation in honor
of St. Patrick ...

.Number of the stu-

dents went to the German Church to
sing. . . . Entertainment this evening.

.. Mr. Lavelle surprised us all by his
skillful executions on the piano.
March 21, 1913.-For the past week
Mr. Furlong has been endeavoring,
without success to make proper connections with a newly installed phone
connecting the students' house with
Fr. Barr's room; happily he found
the "open sesame'" this afternoon.
March 15, 1916.-Charlie Barr, alias
"Crispy," has returned to his old job
in the kitchen never again to leave us
-he says.
March 2, 1917.-Mr. Lilly busy
printing the program for St. Thomas'
Day.
VMarch 7, 1919.-Brother Vincent
came from the Cape today to borrow
the students' motor boat. He will use
it in crossing to the island at the
Cape.
Learned today
March 17, 1920.that drilling was begun on the prospect "oil-well" yesterday. It is a little
to the west of the old cemetery and
across the road.
March 28, 1922.-Mr. Darby is raising
some young chickens this year. About

PROVINCE NEWS
ST. LOUTS
On February 6 the Church of the Air
over station KMOX, St. Louis presented a half-hour religious program.
Father L. Fallon, C. M., gave two short
apologetical talks. The Kenrick choir
under the direction of Father C. Corcoran, C. M., sang three choral selections, the Ave Maria, Christus Vincit,
and the 0 Mary, Conceived Without Sin.
Father Fallon talked on the general
subject of the present day attitude of
evasion of the true Faith in contradistinction to the attitude of sincere
questioning and conscientious objecting. Ie spoke chiefly in answer to a
question proposed as his theme: Is God
interested in me? After quoting "Preface to Morals" by Walter Lippman
concerning the vicious influence of the
city spirit throughout the country, he
indicated the stifling effect of this
spirit to any true thought and especially religious thought. Excessive and
which
increasing creature-comforts
cause men to forget God and His Providence in the variety and multiplicity
of human providences are responsible
for another evasion of the Catholic
doctrine. He indicated the remedy
for this evil in the true knowledge of
God's Providence and in a deep Faith
in His Wisdom.
PERRYVILLE
Mr. Peter Hoffman, Sr., ninety year
old patriarch of Perryville and relative to several members of both the
Congregation of the ;Mission and the
Daughters of Charity died on the
twenty-second of February and was
buried two days later. The Community
at Perryville attended the funeral Mass.
end of the program was delivered in
Gaelic by Fr. Schorsch.
March 18, 1925.-There was a tornado

March 17, 1925.-Fr. Kernaghan gave
an interesting discourse after the en-

at Biehle today ...
pVarch 21, 1926.-Fr. Lilly easily
warmed up to the subject of his evening sermon. He preached on "Hell."
March 27, 1926.-The Daughters of
Charity, hearing of our sad plight
these days when we are cookless, sent
out some real, bonafide, per se and par
excellence muffins and corn bread.
It surely helped to fill in the empty
corners left by our old friends, Eggs &
Co. Everybody relished them-even

tertainment this evening on the lost
Irish tribes of the South.
March 17, 1926.-The address at the

Mr. Norman pronounced them worthy
of attention-which is no small commendation.

forty of them are out now, and there
are about five hens setting.
March 28, 1923.-The lights went out
during the sermon, after Matins of
Tenebrae, so we finished the services
by reciting the Rosary.
March 29, 1924.-Received report
from Cape that a high wind blew
the roof off the chapel at the College.
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Correspondence Courses

Congratulations

Little Spanish Town

The adage, "Nothing suceeds like
success", becomes a truism when applied to the "mailbag missionary" organization recently established here
at the seminary. During the two short
months of their existence, the Crusade
Correspondence Courses have successfully weathered the trying period of
"initial diffuse movements", and now
present all the characteristics of an
efficient and capable organization.
At present, the office of the Courses
is located on the third floor of the
Scholasticate building. The StudentTeachers correct tests and answer
questions in their own rooms, bringing the completed letter to the office
for the approval of the Faculty Supervisor, and for careful re-checking and
mailing by the %Sub-Directors. An
exact record of the progress of the
students, the questions that they ask
and the marks that they attain, are
kept in a special filing department
where this information is immediately
available to the Student-Teachers. In
this way all the Student-Teachers benefit by the experiences of one another.
ELEVEN STATES REPRESENTED
Certainly God has blessed this postal
apostolate. Our mailing list includes
persons in eleven states, Non-Catholics,
converts under instruction and Catholics, as far removed as California,
New York, Michigan and Louisiana,
have welcomed this opportunity to
learn more about the Catholic Church.
Pastors have seen in it a much needed
supplementary instructon for their converts. Catholics who live in nonCatholic communities, visited very infrequently by a priest, rely almost
entirely upon these correspondence
courses as a source of instruction in
their religion.
A CASE IN POINT
A case in point is that of a young

In the name of the Society may we
extend congratulations and a pledge of
loyalty to the Very Reverend William
P. Barr, C.M., D.D., the new Visitor of
the Western Province.
At the same time may we with profound respect salute a very capable
man, the Very Reverend Timothy J.
Flavin, C.M., whom illness has forced
to retire from the Visitorship.

(In its original charm and power we
present the following many-emotioned
letter from our very good friend Very
Reverend Benito Romero, C.M., Vice
Visitor of Puerto Rico.)
"Sorry and sorry again for not having
written to you with the newis I could
gather for the last few months.
"But I did to dear Father Brennan,
just as I left a bed in the hospital,
first to thank him once more for all the
kindness-shown me while at St. Mary's
by all its happy inhabitants, and then
to request the prayers of the community for the soul of my sister, Sister
Presentacion, Daughter of Charity, who
was killed by the Reds while nursing
the wounded in our home town, Teruel.
IN PACE REQUIESCANT.
"Reports say that it was the most
terrific battle ever fought in the civil
war for the possession of a town of
twelve thousand people. My sister had
to leave her school room for a ward: in
a hospital. A mine exploded under
the very foundations of the building
which cracked and fell over the inmates. One of our priests saw the bodies
of my sister and another Sister among
the ruins. Pray for them.
"Almost at the same time the Seminary was destroyed by Red planes.
The Bishop with several priests had
taken refuge within its walls. My brother Tomas, C.M., superior of our
house of Zaragoza, was with them.
They were all taken prisoners and are
at present in Valencia. I just received
a letter today telling me that Tomas
has a wounded leg. Six members of my
family evacuated with the Red army
to Valencia. All the other Sisters (some
twenty-five) were also taken to Valencia by the Reds, but they were treated
with due respect. (I suspect no other
information could come across the Red
lines.) They all, priests and sisters,

lady in a middle-western town of fallen-away Catholics. Forced by circumstances to attend public schools where
religion is never mentioned and being
able to assist at Mass only twice a
month, she seems to have been given
(Continued on page 3)

some trusted friends to gather their remains and to bury them. All together
he put them, in a sort of improvised
community cemetery.
Fr. Lazano not long since managed to
escape Gijon. He is how doing chaplain service in the Nationalist army.

Ordination Date Announced
It has been officially announced that
ordinations to the priesthood will take
place on Sunday the fifth of June in
the Church of the Assumption.

Distinguished Visitor
During the past month the Seminary
was host to His Excellency, the Most
Reverend Christian H. Winkelmann,
Auxiliary Bishop of St. Louis.
In the course of his stay the Bishop
conferred a few special ordinations,
which included elevation to all the
orders below that of priesthood.

Sees Confreres Martyred
Reports recently arrived tell the interesting story of Father Joachim
Comas Lazano, C.M., the only priest in
Gijon to escape death when the Reds
took the town and began a systematic
murder of its clergy.
For months Fr. Lazano was hunted.
Meanwhile he continued to go about
the town in various disguises, performing his functions, not hesitating even
to attend communist meetings.
He was present at the execution of
some of his own confreres. After their
he succeeded with the help of
deaths,
r

are expected to be liberated soon.
"Father Gracia, C.M., was among the
group of soldiers and civilians who preferred to risk their lives rather than
to fall into the hands of the Reds.
They had to go across a river at
(Continued on page 2.)
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CRUSADE INTENTION
Students and Patrons, of the Correspondence Courses.
"Youth will be served." The maxim strikes with particular force today. Throughout the world the accent is on youth.
The nations iindoctrinate youth with principles of wide social
aiction according to their different concepts of state and phi1qsophies of life. They concentrate on the education and
training of youth in a natural providence for the morrow.
They build to the future state. The fear of the mortality of
human thdings haunts them. Yet any of these ideologies is
only a partial answer, limited in its very nature. Worse, it is
usually a half-truth, based, as it is, in Materialism.
Unfailingly these lappeals to youth succeed. Enthusiasm is
the keynote of the response. The explanation lies in this.
Youth instinctively seeks leadership. The young aspire but
to follow. They want a banner under which they may
march. They need guidance, authority; they look for ideals
and motives for the dedication of their lives. They want
their lives to have meaining, purpose, to be "touched to finer
issues".
Only the Church can give them what they want. She
alone can fully satisfy their need. Through the centuries the
Church has pointed to Christ, the Leader. His ideals of
conduct, His code of life She has always asserted. She demands of men the service Christ asked for. She proposes the
noblest ideal conceivable. It is not founded in failse emotionalism and enthusiasm, nor is it concerned ultimately with
human glory. She appeals to the noblest impulses of man's
nature and directs his life to its true fulfillment, union with
God. She knows that man ordinating his present life thus
will attain its full realiza'tion. She neither disregards nor
minimizes the earthly life of man; rather, she provides for
its true perfection.

SAN ESSAY ON STAMPS
More than one mission house, where the handling of
stamps is merely a splare-time activity of students who are
preparing for missonary work, has reported an annual income of more than a thousand dollars. Convinced that the
same much-needed assistance might be obtained for our
missionaries in China, the Vincentian Foreign Mission Society
has made sporadic attempts to keep alive a struggling stamp
department during the past two years. Armed, now, with the
assurance that the organization will not only survive, but
continue to grow prosperously, it is high time that it be
made more publicly known to the priests of the Province.
THE ORGANIZATION
To some extent the organization has been broadcalst, and a
growing list 'of benefactors have faithfully collected stamps
of every sort anid sent them in. At the present time there
are from fifty to seventy five pounds contributed a month.
To help in the tedious task of sorting and classifying this
large quantity of bulk, ten students have volunteered their
services. Contact is made with a number of accredited stamp
dealers, who advertise for various assortments of stamps, or
unsorted mixtures. At the same time approval sheets are to
be issued containing samples of current foreign issues which
will be of interest to any private collectors.
SUGGESTIONS
Since our intention is to make 'an earnest appeal to every
priest of the Province to cooperate in this beneficial department for the support of the missions, an explanation of
various ways in which others have assisted will be advisable.
At De Paul Academy, for instance, ia priest has begun a class
to class campaign among the students, to interest them in
saving stamps for the Missions. At St. Joseph's School, New
Orleans, a contest has for some time been carried on among
the pupils. Their interest has involved parents and friends,
as well, and the result is a very large contribution at frequent
intervals. Another confrere has secured the valuaible service of a brother who is in touch with several large busin ss
concerns, thus securing for the society a large income. Here
at the Seminary, stamps are gathered each month from, all
the Students,, who make a habit of clipping off each stamp
from their letters. Even small contributions, when received
from a great number of people help considerably.
IT REALLY HELPS
Stamp-collecting is only one means,-and a rather limited
one,-whereby the various mission institutes can add to the
money available for the missions. Stamp-collecting is not
going to maintain the missions, for which colossal task, almost unlimited revenues are required. Yet, at the same
time, ij helps-and that alone should claim the cooperation
of each and every one of us.

LITTLE SPANISH TOWN

Acceptance of this ideal requires courage, sacrifice, and
complete devotion of self to the Faith. The Church maintair.s that no merely human ideal of 'social gro.up, country,
or race is high enough for her youth. So she opposes her
traditional, historic idealism to the transitory "enthusiasms"
in the world about her, and calls to youth to follow. She has
a program for youth; she has a youth movement; she makets
her appeal. It is a challenge and a destiny. It springs

(Continued from page 1.)
eighteen degrees below zero. He brought the news to
Zaragoza.
"FRANCO'S LAND"
"Previous to all this I was informed that one hundred
Sisters reached Franco's land in December. Fathers Monton,
Rodriguez, M. :Marba, Martin, Zabala, Orzanco, national director of the Association of the Miraculous Medal, and Fr.

from a doctrine wholly true; it is grounded in a philosophy of
life satisfying fully the bodily and the greater spirtual needs
of man.

Serra, rector of the Basilica of Madrid, were also liberated.
Father Benito our dear professor of theology died at natural
(Continued on page 3.)
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AFTER SIXTY YEARS

WE LEFT IT TO THE IRISH

During the three days immediately preceding the beginUnder the directon of Mr. Donald Fallon, the students prening of Lent, priests, sisters, and lay-folk gathered at St.
sented a comedy-drama, "Leave It To the, Irish", on March
Philomena's Technical School in St. Louis, to do honor to seventeenth. A story of the Muldoon family, it provided an
Sister Ludovine who was observinrg her sixtieth anniversary excellent vehicle for a well-chosen cast.
as a Daughter of Charity.
A CONFUSION OF TONGUES
Sister Ludovine, capable organizer and executive, was SuCynthia Sinclair (Mr. W. Brennan), hurt in an accident,
perioress for forty-three consecutive years at St. Philomeis carried into the Muldoon home. She enlists the aid of
na's, where she has continued to live since her retirement
Jimmie, wayward son, (Mr. Austin Minogue), in hiding a
from administrative duties ten years ago. An octogenarian
packet of jewels. Mrs. Tessie O'Rourke (Rev. Mr. McDonnow, she still retains her extraordinary acuteness of mind
nell) overhears their discussion and relates the facts to Capdespite a noticeaoble decrease in physical vigor.
tain Dennis Crowley (Mr. C. Murphy) who accuses Jimmie
Among all the pleasant surprises Sister Ludovine received,
of theft. Until the unexpected arrival of Dimitrov Panaioff
surely the most gratifying must have been the cablegram
(Mr. G. Brennan), former Prime Minister of Transovia, the
from the Pope sending "the venerable jubilarian" his "imsituation is tense. Comes the denouement; Cynthia was forplored Apostolic benediction;" the congratulatory message
merly ruler of Transovia until the outbreak of the revolution,
from Father Souvay, Superior General of the Congregation
when she escaped to the States. The jewels are not stolen
of the Mission and the Daughters of Charity; and the visit
property, but her own.
of Archbishop Glennon who delivered the messages from
A minor plot involved Annie Muldoon (Mr. J.
Pope Pius and Fr. Souvay.
Danagher), Henri La Croix (Mr. J. McDermott) and
An unexpected note of mirth was added to the festivities
Tom Flanagan (Mr. M. Kane).
Kitty O'Shea, (Mr.
by the following report of the secular press on the ArchJ. MacHardy) a neighbor who manifests interest in carbishop's visit: "The Archbishop
pet-sweepers and Jimmie Muldid show up and such a stamWHY, () LORD?
doon, contributed much to the
pede 'as there was of white wingcomedy element.
st ask, 0 Lord,
I have a question I mum
ed cornettes and gray habited
Musical numbers rendered beAbout a garden scene c)f long ago
figures, like a flock of white
tweeni the acts were a welcome
When Thou didst drain the cup of pain and woe,
winged, gray pigeons, to salute
contribution towards the night's
And had but then conssented, 0 My Lord,
him, the Superioress kneeling to
entertainment. The orchestra,
To die upon a cross so cruel and hard.,
kits his ring."
under Mr. Gleselman's direction,
Why didst Thou greet that traitor and Thy foe
played a medly of Irish airs.
As a friend when ThouShis works, didst know
Correspondence Courses
Rev. Mr. Flynn, baritone of note,
Was with these men a.nd silver was reward?
offered "That Old Irish Mother
"Although in this, betr'ayal was his part,
(Continued from page 1.)
And I the Son of God the One betrayed,
very special graces to enable her
of Mine". Mr. John Lohr, assisted
I loved him as a fatherr loves his son,
to remain steadfast in her faith.
by the Seminary chorus, was
And would have received him to a Father'sheart,
She is a very interested and aclauded for his selecton, "Oh Erin
Forgiving him the par t that he portrayed,
tive student !and asks questions
Dear".
the
deed
was
done."
when
Had he repented
concerning Christian doctrine
that ishow a deep interest in reli"ASTRONOMICAL FIGURES"
gion. Such cases as this iare the reason for the establishment and continuance of our religious instructions by mail.
We recently received the following iself-explanatory note
Truly, nothing succeeds like success. The success that the
from His Excellency, Most Reverend Paul B. Misner, C.M.:
Courses have enjoyed, even iin the beginning, has prompted
"The January number of the De Andrein has just arrived.
kind benefactors to aid us financially by sponsoring one of
Many thanks for the compliment therein concerning our reour studerts, or spiritually by their prayers The "personal
lief work. Truth, however, demands that the astronomical figpatron" idea, by which one adopts a student and is informed
periodically of his progress, has been very well received. We ures given ibe corrected. The sum realized by Fr. Smith's play
was something over Mex. $400 (U..S. $140). My part in this was
feel that it is through the co-operation and help of our
Mex. $100 (U. S. $33). If I had $1,000 the government would
friends that we have an organization that is now capable
insist that I become Minister of Finance and pay off the
of'taking care of all names sent in. So, while we thank God
war debt, and if the people of Yukiang could raise $4,000 in
for his help, we recommend to His Goodness those who have
one night, every needy person of China would be at the city
made the OCrusade Correspondence Courses possible.
gates within a week.
"'The real sum, however, represents a greater sacrifice upLITTLE SPANISH TOWN
on the part of the-people than the sum you mention would to
death in a boarding house in Madrid. He was for the last
the people at home. It is made up of the mites given by a
few years almost totally blind.
people whose average yearly income would not reach U. S.
"This is all the news rfor now, I will be on the watch for more.
$40 ! !
every
almost
you
remember
that
I
"Do I need to tell you
"Please keep our suffering China in your prayers".
day? I think I told you in the lecture that I felt at home
Editor's note: We thank Bishop Misner for his kindly letfrom the very moment I knocked at the door; that is a
privilege of our holy vocation and I enjoyed it at St. ter, and express regret for this banker's trick perpetrated by
an overactive little finger of one of our typists.
Mary's in all its fulness."
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FOREIGN NEWS

PROVINCE NEWS

CHINA
In late January, the Japanese carried
the war closer to the field of our missionary activity. The Kan-Che railroad, which passes through our province of Kiangsi, on its way to the
neighboring province of Che-kiang has
been the objective of many a Japanese
aerial raid. Nanchang, the capital of
Kiangsi, is suffering the most. It is
the center of the air raids. On one attack alone the Japs dropped three hundred bombs. Many houses were destroyed, but the loss in lives was comparatively small. The Chinese are well
drilled for time of attack, and when
the warning is given they scurry under,ground. This is true throughout the
province. It is reported that there
have been 1150 bombs dropped and 850
houses destroyed. Yet there, were only
400 killed or injured.
Our vicariate was fortunate in being
at a distance from Nainchang and the
bombed areas. Only one of our towns
was struck. In the middle of last
month the Japs bombed Yu-shan, our
most easterly town, killing 200.
The Chinese are erecting a big airdome at Wann-nien, a small farmer
town, of which Fr. Theunissen, C.M., of
the French vicariate, is pastor. On one
of the Japanese attacks on this project,
the Chinese brought down one of their
planes. The pilot was a foreigner,
probably an Italian.
There are many Chinese soldiers in
the vicariate. Fr. Teng, O:M., writes
that they are very orderly and do not
cause trouble.
During January and February, communication between the Missionaries in
the vicariate was very slow. It was
impeded by the transport of arms and
other army equipment, which was being hurried to the Chinese front. It
took over a monith for letters to pass

shaken by two rather severe earthquake
shocks, the first at three o'clock and
the second at five o'clock this afternoon.
Each lasted nearly a full minute and
caused considerable excitement.
April 11, 1917-The Director gave orders this morning that the lawns be
raked, but the students were on the
job before his order arrived.
April 30, 1917-No Scripture classes

PERRYVILLE
The celebration of the feast of St.
Thomas on March 7 is always an important event in the scholastic year.
The Very Rev. W. M. Brennan, C.M.,
J.C.D., celebrated the Solemn High
Mass while Rev. C. A. Prindevlle, C.M.,
D.D., delivered a very practical sermon
on St. Thomas and present day
problems. Solemn Benediction was
given by the Very Rev. Superior
in the late afternoon.
In the
evening the formal program was presented. Mr. O. Quigley, C.M., spoke on
"St. Thomas' Spirit of Study." Mr. F.
Gagnepain, C.M., explained and accounted for the "Messianic Expectation." In the scholastic debate, Mr. G.
Stamm, C.M., defended his thesis
"Truths formally revealed 'and they
alone are the material object of faith"
against the subtle objections of the Rev.
Mr. V. Roden, C.M., and !Mr. J. Bagen,
C.M. Three selections, by the orchestra
and a vocal trio by Messrs. A. Minogue,
C. Barr, land G. Zoellner, C.M., gave
balance to the program. The Rev. E.
Whooley, C.M., showed his understanding of scholastic problems and student study in an interesting and fitting
allocution.
CHICAGO
Father Francis X. McCabe was very
busy around St. Patrick's Day delivering lectures on the subject of "Ireland
Today." In announcing one of these
lectures in the archdiocesan paper an
enthusiastic scribe wrote: "His friends
will regard this as a golden opportunity
to hear Father McCabe on the lecture
platform on one of his favorite subjects."

from Yukiang to Linchwan, which is
only fifty miles away. Now communications are more regular.
Father Leo Moore writes that there
are bandits raiding the towns in the
mountain districts.
The consecration of Bishop John
Baptist Wang. C.M.. Vicar Apostolic of
Ankwo, was held Feb. 24. in the Cathedral at Peiping. The consecrator was the
Most Rev. Melchoir Suen, C.M., former
Vicar Apostolic of Ankwo, who resign-

today. The professor broke his teeth,
and could not talk without them.
April 3, 1918-The chavnge to dayilght
saving time has resulted in a change
of the order of the day. Hereafter
repetition and conference will be held
on Saturday morning instead of Sunday, the Gospel for the following day
being read.
April 25, 1927-Fr. Coyne grants permission for our Cape trip tomorrow.
The list of cars was posted after night-

ed in October, 1936. Bishop Wang is
a native of Talikaochwang, and was
born in 1884.

prayers.... That this custom may persevere throughout the years is our fond
and hopeful wish.

April 8, 1912-Easter Monday-operations were begun today by the students
in the construction of their newv tennis
court.
April 18, 1912-There is considerable excitement and great curiosity
manifested over the fate of the
Titanic, but information reaches us
slowly and from uncertain sources. We
have yet to see a news item about the
disaster.
April 27, 1913-At four o'clock this
afternoon a large crowd of Perryville
citizens assembled in the "tank" field
to witness the demonstration of a
parachute drop. After considerable
work in elevating his paraphernalia to
about one hundred feet the inventor allowed the parachute to become overbalanced and fall to the ground, and
the show ended without any demonstration.
April 1, 1917-No sermon today due
to the heavy thunder ...

Unprecedent-

ed day-not one practical joke.
April 8, 1917-Snow took the place of
rain early this morning and fell in a
blinding sheet until early afternoon.
April 9, 1917-Easter MondayDaughters of Charity sent out several
,gallons of ice cream and cookies for
the house, and delivered them personally. .. . The house was considerably

In St. Vincent's church on Monday
evening, March 14, Father Michael J.
O'Connell, President of De Paul University, addressing the Illinois Chapter
of the American Guild of Organists,
expressed this fine thought:
"Reason can touch the mind of man;
but for action give me power over his
moods, ,give me strength to sway his
sentiment, and I will be willing to sacrifice something of the power of logic
and the cold deduction of reason."
SPAIN
"The Rev. Don Carmelo Ballester y
Niete, C.M., superior of the Daughters
of Charity in Spain, has been named

Bishop of Leon, succeeding the late
Bishop Alvarez y Miranda, who died a
year ago."
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St. Pat's----La Salle

"Spanish Correspondent"

What Theq Say

"St. Pat's," they call it, merely. More
formally, but not nearly so affectionately, it is "St. Patrick's Parish."
It was founded one hundred years
ago the past March 29, when the
the Illinoison
Irish laborers
river
met the
canal
Michigan
packet "Illinois" at Peru and escorted the Vincentian Fathers Raho
and Parodi to a log cabin that was to
be rectory and church for months to
come. Then and there was born "the
glory of the Illinois country," "the
fruitful Mother Church of western and
southwestern Illinois." For years it
would supply the spiritual needs of
the surrounding counties. Its priests
would go on mission journeys of as
much as 180 miles, would search for
lost sheep throughout an area of 18,000
square miles, "nearly a third of the
great Illinois state."
"A THING OF BEAUTY"
For thirteen years the center of this
activity was a log church, bearing the
name of the Most Holy Cross. In 1851
it was moved to the new granite lime
rock church named for Ireland's favorite saint, the great Patrick. Two years
.later the generosity of the Irish laborers and liberal help from outside had
completely cleared all debts, and on
April 11, 1853, St. Pat's became the fifth
church to be consecrated in the whole
United States. In the intervening years
the church has been enlarged and redecorated many times. Only this year
it has been completely refurbished
within and without fand the venerable
building with its panelled ceiling, its
pillarless nave, and its gold-leafed
campanile remains a thing of beauty.
Schools have always been a prime
concern of the old' parish. In the very
first year the priests procured a learned Catholic layman to teach the young.
In 1854 came the Daughters of Charity

I shall make use again of my 'charm
and power' in giving you the latest
news for your charming and powerful
paper. No flattering.
"Our Annals report that our house of
Alcorisa has been left 'intact' by the
Reds. It has been used as a hospital.
It will be enough if the word 'intact'
means that all the walls are still there.
Our Sisters' School has not suffered
much damage either.
"Fr. Arnao, the Provincial Procurator, Fr: Alacer, organist of the Basilica
and brilliant composer, Fr. Gonzalez,
former editor of the Annals, and
Brother Anda have been liberated.
They all were imprisoned at the beginning of the war. Fr. Serra, rector of
the Basilica, writes: "I was shot three
times and buried as many others. Now
I feel very well, thank God."
"De RESTRICTIONE MENTALI"
"I translate from ia,paper: 'Fr., Mondragon, C.M., whose lectures on social
matters had won for him a far reaching reputation was bitterly persecuted
by the Reds. One night they went to
the house where they suspected him
to be. In fact, he was there and opened the door for the 'gentlemen.' "Are
you the 'famous' Fr. Mondragon?" was
the inquiry. "No I am not the 'famous'
Fr. Mondragon," he. answered. "Well,
come along with us." They took him
to some place where other prisoners
were kept. Nobody seemed to recognize the famous lecturer. "Well," the
Reds said, scratching their heads, "you
may stay here if you like, or we shall
take you back to your place if you so
wish." It was dangerous to be alone
again with those fellows in the middle
of the night, so 'the famous man. declared he would rather stay and sleep
there, since it was so late and he felt
tired.-"Does it mean that you are
afraid of us?" "Of course not, why
should I?" Early next morning somebody went to look (at the face of the

Realizing the best possible account
of our progress is that expressed by our
correspondents, we shall devote this
column to interesting notes culled from
letters received at the offide of the
Crusade Courses in Catholicity.
FIRST HOLY COMMUNION
Texas: "To our Vincentian priests all
-With gratefulness for your kind guidance and assistance to me. Know you
are all remembered in my prayers. Received my First Holy Communion April
3rd, Passion Sunday, and indeed am, the
happiest girl in.......... almost anywhere-Receiving Holy Communion
daily and praying God I may' be worthy
of His great love and to serve Him
with all my heart and life."
Such are the sentiments expressed
by a young lady student of the Crusade Courses in Catholicity.
"A COURSE FOR CHILDREN?"
Kentucky: "I am interested in taking
Do you also have a,
the course .....
course for children who have to be
educated in the home by an older person? Our children cannot attend a
Catholic school until they are older and
we do not live close to a Catholic
church, therefore our children will not
get Catholic training in their earlier
years."
Correspondence courses in religion
are very much appreciated by persons
living in little populated districts. The
course being offered at present is not
suitable for children of less than
twelve or thirteen years, but repeated
requests for a children's course, such as
this one of our Kentucky correspondent, have made us consider the preparation of such a course.
CATHOLIC IN DOUBT
Missouri: "I have been a Catholic
all my life but I was educated in public schools and the only religious training I received was when I made my

priest with the day's light. The bird
had flown away from the uncomfortable nest.
"There was in my Theology a page
'de restrictione mentali.' Is it also in
yours? Anyhow humility and cool blood
saved Fr. Mondragon.
Yours in St. Vincent,
B. ROMERO, C.M.

Communion and was confirmed. There
are many things about which I am in
doubt or even ignorant concerning the
fundamentals of our religion, and I am
completely at a loss to explain things
to non-Catholics."
(Continued on page 4)

and the ,Christian Brothers to take
over the schooling of girls and boys respectively. This system wvas in operation until 1912 when the Brothers of
Mary, the third successors of the first
Christian Brothers, departed and the
(Continued on page 3.)
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"THE ZEAL OF THY HOUSE"
Indifferentism in religious matters usually assumes one
of two forms. There is: the religious indifferentist who maintains that one religion is as good jas another and so adheres to none. Then there is the indifferent religionist
who believes in the true religion but lives tas though its
principles meant nothing in daily life. This second kind of
indifferentism-in many ways as dangerous as the firstseems to have invaded the Catholic camp to a considerable
degree.
SOVEREIGN INDIFFERENCE
While no Catholid can be wholly ignorant of the fact that
the correcting of social conditions and the expulsion of
Communism demand immediate attention, yet many Catholics adopt an attitude of sovereign indifference-an attitude
which would voice itself in the well-worn phrase "Let
George do it." The indifferent Catholic is easily detected.
He hides behind the not infrequently voiced opinion that
"bishops and priests will handle those things." He retorts to
attempted prodding with a specious "God will take care of
those things in due time so why should I do anything about
it" or "things will straighten themselves out." He bewails
and decries the present conditions, but it is noteworthy
that he frequently wrings his hands in at least moderate
comfort. Now, such false attitudes should and must be
destroyed in favor of a view of cooperative effort. In the
words of the author of Creative Revolution, "The reader
of the pope's encyclicals knows that he has more to do than
deplore: 'Even more severely (than revolution) must be
condemned the foolhardin ess of those who neglect to remove
the conditions which exasperate the minds of the people.' "
CHRIST NOT INDIFFERENT
Christ was not indifferent to social problems. He Himself
ennobled the position of the laborer by being a carpenter.
When He said, "Seek ye first the kingdom of heaven" He
wais merely emphasizing the more important part of man's
life, spiritual welfare, not minimizing the lesser part, social
welfare. He lashed the Scribes for burdening the poor;
lie drove the money-changers from the Temple; He helped
the poor, the naked, the hungry. But above all, He advocated
the need of cooperation when He established 'an economy

based on man's free will. He made heaven accessible to
those who fed the hungry, clothed the naked and visited
the sick and imprisoned. Christ was not an indifferentist,
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NOR THE CHURCH
Nor has His Church failed to follow His example. From
the earliest ages she has espoused the cause of the poor,
,the working man, the oppressed. Her craftsmain Guilds
were masterpieces of collective bargaining properly executed.
Ever have her popes warned and instructed their flocks in
social questions. Is the disciple greater than the Master?
Can any Catholic be indifferent to what surrounds him?
OVERLOOKING PRINCIPLES
Leo XIII and Pius XI have sounded the call to arms;
they have provided the means for correcting or removing
social evils. Catholics must take heed. It is strange
that we can so easily overlook principles; it is strange
that we can forget that where the poor have a right to a
decent living we share the obligation to see that they get it.
How easily we forget that we are obliged to remove not only
the cause of an evil but even its occasion,. Certainly bad
social conditions, if not the cause of Communism, are an occasion of its ready lacceptance. How easily we forget that
apart from justice we have an obligation of charity to help
our neighbor. In the words of Rev. J. Reville, S. J., "The
Catholic is bound in duty, in conscience, to do his share,
his generous share, in trying to better the condition of the
toiler, the suffering, the working man, the outcast and the
poor."
"ENERGETIC APPLICATION OF REMEDIES"
Pius XI, in writing on Atheistic Communism, says, "The
moist urgent need of the present day is therefore the energetic and timely application of remedies which will ward off
the catastrophe thait daily grows more threatening." But
application of remedies presupposes knowledge of them. The
only course open to every Christian is, then, study-study of
the (great encyclicals, of the financial system, of labor. Only
intelligent thinking based on Christian principles will enable
the sincere Catholic to give his support to a true social program. Only by knowledge can ignorance be conquered;
only by truth can error be routed; only by light-the Lightcan darkness be dispelled.

LOS ANGELES ORPHANAGE
On Easter Tuesday, April nineteenth, the Daughters of
Charity at the Los Angeles Orphanage tendered a tea to
more than twelve hundred ,guests in honor of the eightysecond anniversary of the institution's foundation. Thei observance was made noteworthy by the attendance of scions
of families that had greeted the six indomitable Daughters
who established the first home.
The six Sisters, led by Sister Marie Scholastica, left New
York aboard a sailing vessel October 18, 1856, hiked across
the Isthmus of Panama, embarked a second time. and arrived in Los Angeles on January 6, 1857. The stage coach
which brought them from the harbor is still preserved •by a
son of its original driver. There was no school, no home
then for the children. The Daughters established one, a
frame structure brought by boat in sections, and erected on
what is now the site of Los Angeles' new Union station.
Shortly after the arrival of the Sisters residents brought
them their valuables for safe keeping, and eventually the
Sisters became the first "bankers" in the community. Residents complained when the Sisters installed the first electric light because "it was bad for the ladies' complexions,

would produce color blindness, kept chickens awake at night
and would attract lightning." Flour at the time cost thirty
dollars a barrel and potatoes could not be obtained. Such
are some of the interesting observations the Orphanage's
diary records.
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UNCOVERED BY FURTHER RESEARCH
The sterling character of Bishop Sheehan takes on a new
luster as additional bits of informiation are contributed by
his associates or uncovered by research. Thus the Very Rev.
P. Legris, C.M.V., in a recent letter from Shanghai gives testimony to the zeal of Bishop Sheehan:

ST. PAT'S-LA SALLE

(Continued from page 1.)
Sisters assumed the instruction of all the children, boys as
well as girls.
PASTORS OF RENOWN
Of the many Vincentians who have succeeded the first
Fathers Raho and Parodi in the pastorate at La Salle, the
"I saw Bishop Sheehan for the first time at the Semimost renowned, no doubt, are the Fathers Mark Anthony,
nary of Kashing ... Bishop Sheehan seemed very enerThomas Shaw and William Kelly. Taken together, these
getic, a bit anxious about the missionary's way of life. I
was happy to learn later that, in spite of difficulties, he
three men ruled over the parish during more than sixty of
was perfectly adapted to it. I saw him lagain on the conits one hundred years. "There's not a nobler man in Rome
secration of Bishop Mignani. . . Father Sheehan had
than Anthony." Neither was there in La Salle. This
just been nominated Bishop. Although somewhat anxious
about the future, he was very happy on this occasion...
"prince of beggars" who raised most of the money for the
I often saw him at the Procure of Shanghai. I can assure
rock church was, said Father Shaw, "the most popular
you that he was there paternally interested in the young
of our LaSalle Missioners." Parishioners of a later day dis... to become school teachers. The animated conversapute that distinction in favor of Father Shaw himself. A
tions of their meetings manifested great ease and simplicity."
native of La Salle, Thomas Shaw was in constant contact
VASES
with St. Pat's for fifty-seven years. He\ knew every inhabitant and every hill and ditch in the countryside. Old timers
Another characteristic of this truly great missionary is intimately bound up with a set of vases recently presented to of today will tell you with relish how the pastor Father
Shaw would walk up and down the aisles preaching his serthe Museum by the Very Reverend T. J. Flavin, C.M.
mons, demanding confirmation of his statements: "You can
Bishop Sheehan appreciated the sentiment of his Chinese friends who frequently
vouch for that, Tom Dooley."
presented
"Billy Clinch, you know that
him
porcelain
EVE NING
vases as tokens of their high
what I say is the truth;
esteem for him. But to use
don't you, now?" They will
Strange silence of the falling dusk
them to adorn his room was
tell you how when he returnWeaving the stars into a t apestry of night,
not only impractical, but preed once from a mission tour
Only faintly perceptible as a perfume of musk,
carious with the orphans conto find that he wais to be reBut as soothing as shadinggs of light.
tinually romping about his
lieved of pastoral duty and
The evening's breath is wlhispered through the strings
room. So the majority of the
given a much-needed rest, he
Woven by branching appl e trees
vases, were packed and shipfervidly appealed the deciTo harp of Nature's, pillc)wings,
ped to his friends in America,
sion and won his point. And
Striking silverly its pleas
how on the first Sunday
ARCHIVES
thereafter, half-way out to
in
near
From somewhere
liquid song
Incidents like this make the
the altar, his overflowing
A lark begins its nesting call.
study of the life of this zealclassic soul got the better of
The twilight deepens to t he dark;
ous Bishop an interesting and
The hush of night enmes)hes all.
worth-while task. In order to
him and he raised his arms
facilitate research, the Bishop
and cried the quotation: "Ye
Sheehan Memorial Archives have been organized. Some 340
crags and peaks, I'm with you once again." Father William
letters, personal correspondence of the Bishop as well as
Kelly is not of the demonstrative type of Anthony and
letters connected with his labor in Kiangsi, have been filed,
Shaw, but when it came to inspiring devotion and respect
with their contents thoroughly indexed. All other available
and a wholsesome fear in the hearts of the members of the
information will be catalogued, in order that information
old parish, neither of them could have surpassed him.
concerning the life and labors of missionaries in China will
CHARITY URGED THEM
be at all times available. In conjunction with this work, the
Of the Daughters of Charity outstanding names in the
catalogue of those articles now on display in the Museum is
history of the parish are Sister Vincentia Repplier, the first
being revised under the supervision of Frs. Wu and Kwei. It
superioress, Sister Mary Virginia Joyce, Sister Marianna
is hoped that in thus presenting to all visitors a study of the
Dwyer, Sister Pacifica Ulrich. Sisters Marianna and Paciculture and civilization of China interest will be stimuated
fica each spent more than two score years in La Salle.
for the work of the Missions of Kiangsi.
Carrying on in the great tradition are today's Sisters Mary
Joseph and Cecilia whom a generation of La Salleians adMONSIGNOR QUINN
mire and revere.
As it celebrates its hundredth anniversary St. Pat's parish
Msgr. William A. Quinn, former National Director of the
has 600 families, ministered to by five preists. It has a
Society of the Propragation of the Faith, passed away on
Alpril 23 in New Rochelle. N. Y., after a two-year illness.
school of 365 pupils presided over by ten Daughters of CharMsgr Quinn was related to the Community in many
ity. Father James M. Murray is the pastor. Sister Teresa
ways. From the Parochial school in his home town Sedalia,
Hill is the superioress of the Sisters.
Missouri, he came for schooling to the seminary here in Perryville. After that he attended Kenrick Seminary. He later
took additional courses at St. Vincent's College, Los Angeles,
of the Society of the Propagation of the Faith, which he
and DePaul University, Chicago.
held till illness forced him to retire two years ago.
After his ordination in 1914 he taught at Catholic U. of
As national Director, JMsgr. Quinn, in 1923, personally
Washington.
presented to the Pope a check of $1,100,000-America's gift
On February 9, 1923, he was appointed National Director
to the Congregation for the Propagation of thel Faith.
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WHAT THEY SAY
(Continuued from page 1.)
This frank avowal is typical of many
received from Catholic correspodents.
For them, the courses are a source of
much needed supplementary instruction. Most of them want to be fitted
to explain the Catholic religion to their
non-Catholic friends.
THE INTERNAL CRITERIA
Illinois: "One of the main reasons
that I became interested in the Cathoolic faith was because of the sacredness
shown in her Churches. It seems I can
always feel God's presence more plainly when I am worship;ing in a Catholic church."
Expressions such as these show the
long felt need of Catholic Correspondence Courses which is now being filled. Persons, such as the one just
quoted, may never take the trouble to
approach a priest, but will readily
grasp the opportunity of learning
Catholicity by mail.
NON-CATHOLIC HUSBAND
New York: "My husband is a nonCatholic, but would like to turn with
me. He seems to be willing enough
but still he doesn't go and take instructions as he should. I think he's
just plain shy. I think that if he
could study privately at home, and I
will help him tall I possibly can, he
would soon be ready for conversion."
The courses have been found to be
singularly effective in the conversion
of the non-Catholic party of mixed
marriages. Very many non-Catholics
are kept away from the Church by
shyness-that problem has been solved
by the correspondence course in religion.
The Crusade Correspondence Courses
extends its sincerest thanks to those
persons who have so kindly aided its
progress by their prayers and donations.
We ask God Himself to be their reward.

dLO

May 30, 1916-Fr. Martin O'Malley
speaks at the Courthouse in town,
the occasion being Memorial Day
Celebration.
May 20, 1909--In the afternoon the
students played a game of ball: TheThe
ologians against Philosophers.
game was nine innings and resulted
in a victory of 29-13, in favor of the
Theologians.
May 14, 1917-Regular order. Novices began cleaning up their new
quarters; very noisy about it.
May 9, 1925-Fr. Nuss purchased
a German police dog-a puppy.
May 8, 1927-The Novices' rackets,
stolen some time ago, were recovered through the sleuthing of Kent Feltz,
Many thanks
Mr. Feltz's (brother.
from the Novices!
May 28. 1922-The last game of the
season between Illino;s-Missouri and
U.S.A. teams. Ill.-Mo. lost by a score
of 4 to 2. Mr.Darby pitched a fine
game, but did not have much support.
May
26,
1929-May
procession
held this evening. It was the most
beautiful devotion held here in years.
It was estimated that over 1200 candles were carried. Fr. Conroy delivered the sermon.
May 6, 1923-Annual visit of the
Boys from Cape. They arrived at
about 11:30, and after a very enjoyable day, departed at 5:45.
May 19, 1925-The eventful day.
Students go to Cape. We were accorded a royal welcome.
April 30,

GENEROUS IRELAND
Most Rev. Paul Yu Ping, Vicar Apostolic of Nanking, China, was recently
received at the Cork City Hall by the
Lord Mayor, Councillor James Hickey.
In his address iBishop Yu Ping paid
particular tribute to the generosity of
the Irish people not only because they
have sent out missionary priests to
China rbut also because they have contributed funds for the education of

native Chinese priests.
The fund to which the Bishop referred was started some years ago by
the Cork Vincentian, Father Boyle.

M ER

1927-Fourteen

Novices

received into the Novitiate.
The
largest number in the history of the
institute.
April 7, 1920-Fr. Schorsch started
his "Ming Mong" class today. About
sixteen of the students were present.
May 30, 1922-Decoration Day. We
asked for a holiday, but were refused.
The flag was put out after breakfast
by Mr. Edwards, no objection being
made.

May 31, 1923-Feast of Corpus
Christi. Solemn Mass at 8:00 A.M.,
Fr. Dowod celebrating.

eAcri

PROVINCE NEWS
KANSAS CITY
During Holy Week Father M. Winne conducted a three day retreat for
the seminarians.
Father Winne was also retreat master for the Sisters of St. Joseph's
College for girls, St. Teresa's. Father
Flannery gave the retreat for the girls
of St. Teresa's High School.
Father T. C. Powers preached the
"Tre Ore" at St. Vincent's Church
on Good Friday.
LOS ANGELES
At St. Vincent's Church a meeting
is held each Monday evening at
which Catholic students of public high
schools discuss religious matters.
PERRYVILLE
On Wednesday, May 4, the students
their annual trip
of the Cape mde
to the Barrens. Unsettled weather
conditions tried in vain to check the
gaiety that always attends the visits
of the Capers with their elder brothers, the Scholastics.
The climax of a joyous day was the
three-act comedy "Godspeed," .staged
by a very capable cast under the expert direction of Mr. Maurice Hymel.
In the opinion of most of the minor
seminarians "Godspeed" was the "best
ever." To this judgment not a few
of the Barrenites gave assent.

NIAGARA PLAYS HOST
The Catholic Laymen's Retreat
Movement will hold its eighth national conference at Niagara University
during the last three days of July.
The Very Reverend Joseph M. Noonan, C.M., president of Niagara will
be official host.

STARTING EARLY
Beginning early in May, Fathers F.
Coupal land P. Murphy will give
Motor Missions in the diocese of
Amarillo. This will be the first visit
of the Motor Missions to the state of
Texas. The missioners will work in
this territory for seven weeks and then
return to give missions in Illinois.

USEFUL LIVING
Founder of eight mission centers, 32

convents, a seminary and three schools
in the Near East-such was Fr. Henry
Heudre, 76 year old French Vincentian who died recently at Beirut, Syria.
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Religion By Mail.
This month the Crusade Correspondence Course celebrates its fourth
birthday! Of course, we count by
months for we are yet so young. However, the hundred and twenty days of
life have brought such growth that now
wle have one correspondent to show
for every two of those days. Our progress is more evident when viewed in
the light of our small beginning. On
February third we sent out only ten
letters. Of those, only four repliedbut that was enough to put the Crusade definitely on its wav'
COMMENCEMENT DAY
Recently we "graduated" one of our
first four applicants. And he received
a diploma, too. Our first product!
We let him speak for himself: "I feel
that I have benefited considerably by
these tests. Perhaps you would be interested to know that I made my First
Holy Communion on Easter Sunday
and was confirmed on last Sunday. I
appreciate the interest you have taken
in my behalf and want to thank you."
Unlike most of our correspondents, this
professional man of thirty-one summers was very reticent throughout the
Course. The above quoted was the first
news he sent. It sounded good to us!
GRATITUDE
"I surely must have been in a state
of lethargy when I passed over No. 13
in the last test. What would I say to a
pupil who would do the like? . . . . I
caution pupils never to pass in a paper
without looking it over-but wouldn't
they delight in knowing what I have
done! . . . Truly

I

am

completely

'carried away' by the study. Every
lesson gives greater relish for more.
How the return of the test is anticipated! I much appreciate the thought
and time which is being given ..
For all, I say a big 'Thank you'." That
comes from a school teacher living in a
Northern State, who has become inin
Cathol'city.
interested
tensely
PERSONAL ANGLE
"Many thanks for your kind interest
in the recent illness of my mother. I
am sure your prayers were heard and
(Continued on page 2)

Motor Missions.
This summer there will be eight units
of the Vincentian Motor Missions laboring in the dioceses of Springfield in
Illinois, Leavenworth, Lincoln and
Saint Louis. One unit will work in the
diocese of Leavenworth, one in the diocese of Springfield, one in the diocese of
Lincoln, and six in the Archdiocese of
Saint Louis. The Benedictine Fathers
who were initiated into the work by
the Vincentians will give missions in
the diocese of St. Joseph.
IN COLORADO
In the diocese of Denver there will
be two units engaged in the mission
work. Father Lilly, C.M., will work
with a sub-deacon of the Denver Seminary; Father Lucy, who preached with
Father Lilly last summer, will take
charge of the second unit with another
sub-cdeacon. Reports of the past summer's work in the diocese have been
very favorable. One Pastor reported
that several conversions were directly
traceable to the mission given in his
district. He adds that there has been
a very noticeable decrease in prejudice,
and thinks that with another couple
years of such preaching there won't be
any Protestants left in the district
which a short time ago was very bigoted and prejudiced.

A GOLDEN

ANNIVERSARY

Many priests of the Province will
be glad to note that May 31 marked a
gala day in Mobile, for on that date
was celebrated the Golden Jubilee of
Sister Chrysostom Moynahan, beloved
Sister Servant of Providence Infirmary.
The Most Rev. T. J. Toolen, Bishop of
Mobile, celebrated Solemn Pontifical
Mass at Immaculate Conception Cathedral; and the Very Rev. J. J. Cronin
preached the Jubilee Sermon. Many
sections of the country were represented by the officers of the Mass.
A general reception was held for the
public in the evening, on the Hospital
Campus.
Sister Chrysostom has spent all her
religious life in the service of "the poor
sick". It is believed that she is the
only religious nurse to have served in
(Continued on page 4)

Number 9

Ordinations.
On June 5, in the Church of the Assumption, the Most Reverend Christian
H. Winklemann, D.D., Auxiliary Bishop
of St. Louis, administered the Sacrament of Orders to seventy-two Vincentian seminarians. Twenty-one received
First Minors, fourteen Second Minors,
twenty-two Subdiaconate and fifteen
the Priesthood.
We subjoin a few notes on our new
priests:
REV. THOMAS P. STANTON, C.M.,
A.B., was born in Chicago, Ill., January
18, 1908. He attended Public Schools in
Chicago and acquired higher education
in DePaul University. On Feb. 2, 1930,
he entered the Novitiate and pronounced his Holy Vows on Feb. 3, 1932.
Father Stanton will celebrate his first
Solemn Mass on June 12, 1938, at St.
Gertrude's Church. The assisting ministers of the Mass will be Rt. Rev.
Monsignor J. G. Kealy, D.D., Archpriest, Rev. R. Henely, Deacon. Rev.
James J. Cashman, C.M., Subdeacon.
Rev. Clifford J. LeMay, S.J., will preach
the sermon.
REV. HAROLD J. BEUTLER, C.M.,
A.B., was born on October 10, 1906, in
Peru, Ill., and he attended St. Joseph's
School, Peru, Ill., and LaSalle-Peru
Township High School. He entered
the Novitiate on April 30, 1930. and
pronounced his Holy Vows on May 1,
1932. Father Beutler will say his first
Solemn Mass on June 12, at 10:00 A. M.
in St. Joseph's Church, Peru, Ill. Rev.
Florian Heiss. O.S.B. will be Archpriest.
Rev. John B. Murhpy, C.M., will be
Subdeacon. Very Rev. George A.
O'Malley, C.M., will deliver the sermon.
REV. JOHN SMITH, C.M., A.B., was
born in Gillespie, Ill., on January 6,
1907. He attended SS. Simon and Jude
Grade School and made his preparatory studies at St. Vincent's College,
Cape Girardeau, Mo. He was received
on the Novitiate on April 30, 1930, and
pronounced his Vows May 1, 1932.
Father Smithl will say his first Solemn
Mass on June 12 at 9:00 A. M., in SS.
Simon and Jude Church in Gillespie,
Ill. Rev. Joseph O'Dwyer will be Archpriest, Rev. John Crosson, Deacon, Rev.
(Continued on page 2)
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On June 5, while fifteen young Vincentians were being ordained to the priesthood in the Seminary Church at Perryville, off in Chicago a host of people were celebrating the silver jubilee of a very popular Vincentian priest.
Of this priest a ten-year-ago DePaul University graduate
writes that his chief virtue is: that he has "never become old
and cranky." As a direct result of that great virtue he gives
us to infer, this priest "can impart more religion in a halfhour gabfest in a campus restaurant than can be given in
the average religion class in three semesters."
When he says "he has never become old," the writer explains that he means that this priest has always been able
to understand young people's problems and to put up with
them in all their moods, gay as well as grave. He has
never lost his enthusiasm. When he says "he has never become cranky" he means that this priest has never assumed
a manner that was sullen, or repellent, or reproaching. He
can tell you your faults, all right, and that most candidly,
but he has never felt called upon to snarl as he does so. In
short, says this graduate, he is De Paul's "Professor of Living."
But has all this anything to do with this year's ordinations? We think that it has:, It is a barometer of people's
feelings. It indicates the atmosphere in which a successful
priesthood can be lived least wearingly to oneself and most
pleasantly to those with whom one deals.
"From sour-faced saints, good Lord, deliver us!" the
great Saint Teresa of Avila used to pray. The people of our
day seem to offer a somewhat similar petition: "From sourfaced priests, good Lord, deliver us!"
So on ordination morning, as we enviously watched our
elder brethren receive the oils of the priesthood, we prayed
that these new priests might never become "old" in the opprobrious sense of that term, and might never in any sense
become "cranky."

RELIGION BY MAIL
(Continued from page 1)
answered and are most appreciated' by my mother and myself. She is much better.... My last lesson showed a divided
mind and I know there was not enough careful attention
given to it but it was the only chance I had to prepare it."
The personal interest which our instructors take in each pupil

plays an important role in conducting the Course. Words of
sympathy and kindness are welcomed by everyone and they
go a long way towards putting a correspondent at his ease.

(Continued from page 1)
Mr. Simon J. Smith, C.M., will be Subdeacon. The sermon
will be delivered by Rev. John Orosson.
REV. JEREMIAH C. LEHANE, C.M., A.B., was born in
Blarney, County Cork, Ireland on December 2, 1908. He received his primary education in the National Schools of Ireland, attended the Mount Carmel High School, in Chicago,
and made his preparatory in St. Vincent's College, Cape
Girardeau, Mo. He entered the Novitiate on April 30, 1930,
and pronounced his vows on May 1, 1932. Father Lehane
will celebrate his first Solemn Mass in St. Vincent's Chu:ch,
Chicago at 11:30 A. M., June 19. He will be assisted by Rev.
M. M. Ries, C.M., as Archpriest, the Rev. John W. Bieri, S.J.,
as Deacon, and the Rev. T. E. Whooley, C.M., as Subdeacon.
The sermon will be delivered by Rev. J. R. Clarke, C.M.
REV. DART D. FASSBENDER, C.M., A.B., was born in New
Orleans, La., on March 27, 1911. After his early education at
St. Joseph's School, New Orleans, he entered the Cape for
his preparatory studies. He pronounced his vows on Apr. 30,
1932. Father Fassbender will say his first Solemn Mass on
June 12, 8:30 A. M., in St. Joseph's Church, New Orleans.
The assisting ministers will be Rev. E. J. Kammer, C M.,
Archpriest, Rev. M. P. Moynihan, C.M., Deacon. Very Rev.
John L. O'Regan, C.M., will deliver the sermon.
REV. JOHN O'MALLEY SHARPE, C.M., A.B., was born in
Denver, Colo., on April 19, 1912. He received his early education at St. Francis De Sales School, began his studies for
the priesthood at St. Vincent's College, Cape Girardeau, Mo.
Father Sharpe entered the Novitiate on April 30, 1930 and
pronounced his vows May 1, 1932. He will celebrate his first
Solemn Mass at St. Vincent De Paul's Church, Denver, on
June 19, at 10:00 A. M., and will be assisted by Rt. Rev. Monsignor U. L. McMenamin, Archpriest, Rev. John L. Vidal,
Deacon, and Rev. Joseph P. O. Haeron, Subdeacon. The sermon will be preached by Rev. Joseph L. Lilly, C.M., S.T.D.,
S. S. Lic.
REV. CHARLES E. CANNON, C.M., A.B., was born in Ivesdale, Ill., on May 15, 1911, and attended St. Joseph's High
School, Ivesdale, before going to Cape. He entered the Novitiate on April 30, 1930, pronounced his vows May 24, 1932.
Father Cannon will celebrate his first Solemn Mass at St.
Joseph's Church, Ivesdale, Ill., June 12, at 10:00 A. M. The
assistant ministers of the Mass will be Rev. Charles B. Martin, Archpriest; Rev. D. J. Flynn, C.M., Deacon; Mr. Clarence
Cain, Subdeacon. The sermon will be preached by Rev. Dr.
John A. O'Brien.
REV. JAMES E. McDONNELL, C.M., A.B., was born on June
12, 1911, Chicago, Ill., and received his early education at
Resurrection, St. Columbanus, and St. Lawrence schools.
He attended St. Ignatius's High School and St. Vincent's
College, Cape Girardeau, Mo. He pronounced his vows on
May 22, 1932. Father McDonnell will say his first Solemn
Mass at St. Lawrence Church, Chicago, on June 12, at 12:00
noon. The Rev. P. H. McGuire will be Archpriest. Rev.
Henry J. Walsh will be Deacon, and Rev. Daniel E. Kane,
Subdeacon. Rev. Comerford J. O'Malley, C.M., S.T.D., will
preach the sermon.
REV. JOHN B. MURPHY, CiM., A.B,. was born in Chi-

cago, Ill., April 11, 1912. He received his primary education
in St. Jerome's School, Chicago, and made his preparatory
(Continued on page 3)
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STANDING: FATHERS RODEN, METEYE, CANNON, SHARPE, FASSBENDER, STANTON, BEUTLER, LANG
SEATED: FATHERS McDONNELL, FLYNN, MURPHY, CASHMAN, POWERS, SMITH, LEHANE.

ORDINATIONS
(Continued from page 2)
studies at St. Vincent's College, Cape
Girardeau, Mo. On April 30, 1930, he
entered the Novitiate and on May 5,
Father
1932 pronounced his Vows.
Murphy will celebrate his first Solemn
Mass on June 19, 12:00 noon. He will
be assisted by Rt. Rev. Monsignor
Daniel A. Frawley as Archpriest; by
Rev. Edward L. Kilroy, Deacon; by the
Rev. Mr. Clarence J. Murphy, C.M.,
Subdeacon. Very Rev. Michael J.
O'Connell, C.M., S.T.D., will deliver the
sermon.
REV. LOUIS H. METEYE, C.M., A.B.,
was born in New Orleans, La., on Sept.
5, 1912, and attended St. Joseph's
School. After making his preparatory
studies at Cape he entered the Novi-

tiate on April 30, 1930, and pronounced
his vows on May 1, 1932. Father Meteye will say his first Solemn Mass at
St. Joseph's Church at 8:30 A. M., the
nineteenth of June. Very Rev. J. L.
O'Regan, C.M., will assist as Archpriest; Rev. J. J. Helinsky, CJM., as
Deacon; and Rev. E. J. Kammer, C.M.,
as Subdeacon. The sermon will be
preached by the Very Rev. George A.
O'Malley, C.M.
(Continued on page 4)

CONQUEST
My
My
My
My

soul, the scene of battle,
mind, the watcher's post;
heart, the line of conflict,
life, the devil's boast.
S*

*

Satan made the first assault,
"I", he loudly cried,
"I can give you anything
To humor fleshly pride;
The plaudits of the human race
Upon a surging tide
Of all the earth can offer .. .
If you my will abide."
Jesus raised His gentle eyes.
His lips, in smiling crease,
Spoke forth in mellow harmony
My lasting lot to lease.
Sweetly, mildly came the words:
"But I can give you peace;
Quietude in heart and mind,
From earthly cares surcease."
Satan launched his next attack
With fiendish subtlety.
"What," he asked, "would long life
meanWhat happiness could be
Without the joy of human love
In sweet fidelity?
All this and more I give to you
In home and family."

"Earthly love I ofer not,
Celestial love to thwart;
But to all who follow Me
Divine love I'll impart.

A lasting home I'll give you if
You choose the better part .. "
And saying this, Christ turned to me
And bared His bleeding Heart!
"If," said Satan quickly,
" 'Tis riches you revere,
I can give you luxury;
With me you'll have. no fear
To be without life's comforts
Or suffer fortune's jeer.
Wealth, and that abundantly,
Companions a career."
"Ah, my son," the Master cried,
"From worldly riches hide.
Detach yourself from gilded dust,
In poverty confide.
For, all that's dear to creaturesWhat worth when you have died?"
I glanced in haste' at Satan;
He'd vanished from my side.
(

My
My
My
My

*

*

soul, the scene of battle,
mind, the watcher's wake;
heart, the line of conflict,
life-all Christ's to take.
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REV. RICHARD W. LANG, C.M.,
A.B,, was born July 25, 1910, attended
St. Joseph School, Pass Christian,
Miss., and St. Thomas Parochial, Long
Beach, Miss., and made his prepara
tory at the Cape. On June 27, 1932 he
pronounced his vows. Father Lang will
sing his first Solemn Mass at St.
Thomas Church, Long Beach, Miss., at
10:00 A. M., June 12. Rev. Thomas
Lilley, C.M., will be Archpriest; Rev.
William J. Leech will assist as Deacon;
Rev. Thomas Hayes as Subdeacon.
Rev. Thomas J. Reynolds, C.M., will
deliver the sermon.
REV. WILLIAM ALOYSIUS FLYNN,
C.M., A.B., was born in Chicago, Ill.,
on January 31, 1913, attended Our
Lady of Lourdes Parochial School and
DePaul Academy, Chicago, and entered
the Novitiate on August 15, 1930. He
pronounced his vows on August 22,
1932. Father Flynn will celebrate his
first Solemn Mass in Our Lady of
Lourdes Church at 12 noon, June 12.
The assisting ministers will be Rev. J.
Campbell, Archpriest; Rev. Walter
Sheridan, Deacon; Rev. James Sheridan, Subdeacon. The sermon will be
delivered by Rev. J. J. Edwards, C.M.
REV. VICTOR E. RODEN, C.M., A.B.,
was born on November 25, 1912, in
Toronto, Canada, and was educated in
Holy Cross School, Los Angeles, Calif.
After attending Los Angeles Junior
Seminary he entered the Novitiate on
Sept. 7, 1930, and took his vows in the
Community on Sept. 8, 1932. Father
Roden will sing his first Solemn Mass
at Holy Cross Church, Los Angeles, at
11:00 A. M., June 12. Very Rev. William Rootes, C.M., will be Archpriest.
Rev. Vincent J. Molloy will be Deacon
and Rev. Joseph L. Eyraud will be
Subdeacon. Rev. John M. Mullarkey,
C.M.. will deliver the sermon.
REV. JAMES J. CASHMAN. C.M.,
A.B.. was born on March 31, 1900. and

TWENTY-FIVE YEARS AGO
Mr. John Overberg-Doyen; Mr.
Sheehan-Bell Ringer.
May 28, 1913.-Messrs. Thorpe, Dillion, Gaughan, Lewis, Moore and
Conroy arrived from the Apostolic
School, and they enter upon their reception retreat this evening.
June 3, 1913.-Rev. Mr. Winne departs for California, where he. will receive ordination and celebrate his first
Holy Mass.
June 4, 1913.-Fr. Ordonez, a Spanish confrere from the Philippine
Islands, arrived here today. He spent
evening recreation with the students.
. . . He is to be here for a short while
to learn English.
June 11, 1913.-Rev. Deacons: Neels,
Nuss, Powers and McAuliffe left for
ordination.
June 24, 1913.-Mr. James O'Malley
left for St. Louis, where he will receive the Diaconate and the Holy
Priesthood with the Jesuits.
June 30, 1913.-The gratifying news
has been received that our confreres in
Rome, Fathers Coyne and Conroy,
have passed their examinations successfully. Congratulations to our young
Doctors.
Aug. 15, 1913.-The Feast of Our
Lady's Glorious Assumption. The first
time in the history of Camp St. Vinvent that the clients of Mary had the
delightful treat of assisting at High
Mass at Camp. Fr. Nuss celebrated the
Mass and Mr. Burke acted as acolyte.
The choir gave an excellent rendi-

was educated at St. Agatha's and St.
Thomas Aaquinas Parochial Schools. And
after attending the DePaul Downtown
School he entered the Novitiate on Sept.
18, 1930, and on September 19, 1932,
took his vows in the Community.
Father Cashman will celebrate his first
Solemn Mass in St. Thomas Aquinas
at 11:00 A. M., June 26. Assisting ministers will be Rev. Fr. Malachy
Cashman, O.F.M., Deacon; Rev. Mr.
Edward J. Cashman, C.M., Subdeacon.

cago, Ill., received his primary education in Holy Ghost School and attended St. Mel's High School. He entered the Novitiate on Oct. 1, 1930, and
on October 11, 1932, pronounced his
vows in the Community. Father
Powers will celebrate his first Solemn.
Mass at St. Peter Canisius Church,
Chicago, at 12:00 noon, June 12. The
assisting ministers will be Rev. J. A.
Cunningham, Archpriest; Rev. G. C.
Tolman, C.M., Deacon, and Rev. Clar-

Rev. Cyril F. Meade will deliver the
sermon.
REV. WILLIAM T. POWERS, C.M.,

ence A. Corcoran, C.M., Subdeacon.
Rev. Thomas C. Powers, C.M., will deliver the sermon.

tion of the Missa DeAngelis. ...

.Mr.

Coupal provided a classy dinner for the
occasion.
AjB., was born on Feb. 28, 1911 in Chi-

PROVINCE NEWS
CHICAGO
At 11:30 o'clock, on Sunday morning,
June 5, Father Thomas C. Powers,
Vice-President oT De Paul University,
celebrated a Solemn High Mass in
observance of the twenty-fifth anniversary of his ordination, to the priesthood. Other officers of the Mass were
Fathers Marshall J. Winne and Edward V. Neels, classmates of Father
Powers. Father Michael J. O'Connell,
University,
DePaul
of
President
preached the sermon.
In the afternoon, at a reception
given in his honor, Father Powers was
kept busy greeting hundreds of friends
and former students who came to congratulate him on his anniversary day.
Father Powers has been associated
with De Paul Academy and De Paul
University during fiftfeen of the twenty-five years of his priesthood,
PERRYVILLE
During the past week the following
gentlemen took the four vows of the
Community: Messrs. Marion Gibbons,
Walter Cook, Charles Rice, Carey Newsum, Francis Hynes and Laurence
Kraff. We extend to them heartfelt
congratulations.
LA SALLE
Three bishops, a mitred abbot, and
our Very Reverend Provincial were
preeminent figures among the numerous clergy who attended the recent
centennial celebration of St. Patrick's
Parish. Other outstanding features of
the celebration were the special blessing sent by His Holiness, the Pope;
the congratulatory messages of the
Apostolic Delegate, the Superior General, and the President of the United
States; the address given at the jubilee banquet by the Governor of Illinois.
The diocesan paper ran a special
section in commemoration of the event.

A GOLDEN

ANNIVERSARY

(Continued from page 1)
two wars-having seen service in the
Spanish American War and the World
War. In the latter, she was Superior
of Loyola Unit, the only band of
nursing Sisters from America. Sister
was a real "Angel of the Battlefield"
as is evidenced by the testimonials of
those to whom she ministered, as well
as by the recognition of the Govern-

ment when it conferred on her the
certificate "Pro Patria."

